
**Physical description:** 103 p.: ill. ; 27 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1948 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 371.3 O.54 1948)

AMICUS lists copies available at University of Windsor, University of British Columbia, Brock University, OISE/UT Library, and University of Manitoba.

OCLC WorldCat lists other locations (various editions) including Georgia Southern University, University of Chicago, Lebanon Valley College, and Milwaukee County.

**School subject and grade level:** Activity book for Grade 1

**Listed as:** Teacher's reference

**Source notes:** Authorized for use in Saskatchewan, 1950-1951

Source: 1950 Circular relative to textbooks for elementary and high schools.

**Subject headings:** Creative activities and seat work.

**Publisher's description:** "Here is a vital book that will be a boon to busy primary teachers. The manual describes in a clear, direct manner the purposes, materials, and procedures connected with one hundred different types of Grade I seatwork.

While most of the seatwork activities included in this manual apply to reading, phonics and number work, there are also suggested exercises for science, art, social studies, and color recognitions. Many of the ideas correlate two or more subjects. (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue. p. 44)


**Physical description:** Softcover; 124 p. ; 19 cm. + 3 fold. charts

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1939 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.83 H39 1939)

AMICUS lists copies at University of Calgary Library and University of Regina.

OCLC lists a copy at the University of Alberta.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 1-8

**Listed as:** Teacher's reference

**Source notes:** Authorized 1940-43

Source: 1939-1943 Circular for teachers and students relative to textbooks.

**Subject headings:** Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Elementary) -- Saskatchewan

Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Elementary)

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Charts: The home; Our school district, Abelford S.D. No. 2353;
The prairie farm rehabilitation act, 1935.

Publisher's description: "Help with the Modern Curricula--With the organization of history, geography, and citizenship under Social Studies, this valuable book with its integrated social studies units will be of immense aid to teachers, not only in the field of social studies, but also in correlating their whole school programmed on the activity bases...

A Sound Philosophy--Finally, as Dr. W. H. Kilpatrick, Professor of Education at Columbia University, points out in his introduction to the book, it shows teachers how to lead their children so that the enterprises "will emerge out of the children and their reaction to life as they live it." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 23)


Physical description: 6 v. ill. ; 19 cm.

Availability: Education Library has copies of 1941, 1944 and 1952 editions (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 500 A38)

MLG copies of Book III, V signed by F. J. Gathercole

School subject and grade level: Science -- Grades 3-6

Authorized as: Text book -- 1946-1952

Listed as: Reference book --1935-1936


Subject headings: Science Study and teaching (Elementary)

Natural history Study and teaching (Elementary)


Publisher's description: "The popular Adventures in Science books have proved their value as authoritative guides for classroom and outdoor science activities.

They are both teachers' references and pupils' texts, and cover a wide range of topics so that they may be used as a basis for a practical science course in schools in widely different environments.

Stress has been given to generally accepted major aims in the teaching of science. Both books are well illustrated. Type is large and clear.

PRACTICAL - INTERESTING - AUTHORITATIVE

(General annotation for Books V and VI from the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 9-11)

**Physical description:** Hardcover (stiff grey card cover with illustration); 1 v. (unpaged) : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1940 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. Fic. D2397 Ad 1940)

AMICUS lists copies available at Library and Archives Canada, University of Calgary.

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Junior grades

**Listed as:** Additional reference reading

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *The adventures of Glen Alan* authorized 1946-1974.

**Source(s):** 1946-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:**
- Boys -- Juvenile fiction
- Conduct of life -- Juvenile fiction
- Stories in rhyme

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Illustrated endpapers.

English language and literature supplemental reader used in Saskatchewan for junior grades. Four adventures in which Glen Alan learns the firefly, cricket and kitten are not afraid of the dark, that he has a voice of his own, not to tell such tall tales and not to waste his time just day dreaming.


**Availability:** 1 copy available University of Calgary: 372.412 HOA 1. Hourly Loan (Doucette) Doucette Library - Historical collection

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grades 1-6

**Listed as:** Additional reference reading


**Source(s):** 1969-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars. Authorized as "additional reference reading."


**Physical description:** Hardcover (green cloth with blue lettering and illustration); 124 p. : ill., ports. ; 21 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1950 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 917.124 T97 1950)

Main Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy (Main Lib-4th Flr FC3511.8 .T97 1950)

AMICUS lists many locations including Glenbow Museum, University of Calgary, British Columbia Archives, University of Manitoba, St. John Library, Laurentian, Toronto Public, McGill University, and University of Regina.
School subject and grade level: N/A (trade book for the general public)
Source notes: Authorization notes: Along the highway not authorized.
Subject headings: Saskatchewan -- Anecdotes
Saskatchewan -- Humor
Abstract: U of S Library Catalogue notes: "Travel tales and trivia from the log of Galloping Gus, a roving reporter in Saskatchewan"—Cover
Selections from the author’s column in the Regina Leader Post, with the addition of some stories not previously published. Other notes: Peel: 7230.

Physical description: Softcover (blue linen); 263 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 uncatalogued copies; Main Lib-6th Flr 1 copy: H95 .L67
AMICUS lists copies at Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec, University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.
School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 5-8
Authorized as: General library book; Reference book; Text and workbook

Series: Science resource books
Physical description: Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1950 edition; gift of Judith Lambie; signed J. Gathercole (Judith Gathercole)
AMICUS lists copies at University of Alberta, University of Manitoba, as well as 3 copies at Library and Archives Canada.
School subject and grade level: Science -- elementary grades
Listed as: Reference book

**Series:** Science resource books

**Physical description:** Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1948 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 599.7 H85 1948)

AMICUS lists copies of 1948 edition available at University Alberta, University of Manitoba; 1 copy Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Science resource book series authorized 1961-1974

Source(s): 1961-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Animals -- Juvenile literature

---


**Physical description:** Softcover; 79 p. ; 18 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1936 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 811 F93 1936)

AMICUS lists copies available at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grades 10-12

**Listed as:** Teacher's reference

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Annotations on modern and 19th century poetry authorized 1933-1945

Source(s): 1933-1945 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars, Regulations etc.

**Subject headings:** Poetry -- Study and teaching

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Supplement to nineteenth century poetry selections for Grade XI in pocket at back (1 leaf).

**Publisher's description:** "...This book has two aims: to simplify the annotations in the authorized text for Grade XI and supply notes for the Modern Poetry Selections for Grade XII. It should be of much usefulness to students as well as teachers." (1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 26)

---


**Physical description:** Softcover; 42 p. ; 18 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1940 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 811 F94 1940)

AMICUS lists 3 Library and Archives Canada copies; 2 available for ILL.

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grade 11

**Authorized as:** Text
Source notes: Authorization notes: *Annotations on poems worth knowing (Saskatchewan course of study)* authorized 1950-1959
Source(s): 1950-1958 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Publisher's description: "Students taking the Literature course through the Saskatchewan Government Correspondence School will find these Annotations of invaluable assistance in mastering the subject."
(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 33)

Series: Arithmetic workbooks; Get ready for arithmetic, Arithmetic workbooks. Grade 1, Arithmetic workbooks. Grade 2, Arithmetic workbooks. Grade 3, Arithmetic workbooks. Grade 4, Arithmetic workbooks. Grade 5, Arithmetic workbook. Grade 6. Answers to arithmetic workbook. Grade 3, Answers to arithmetic workbook. Grade 4, Answers to arithmetic workbook. Grade 5, Answers to arithmetic workbook. Grade 6
Physical description: Softcover; 8 v. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: copies of books IV, V, VI (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 513 R453 1944)
AMICUS lists 1 copy of the 1940 Teacher's manual and answers for Grade III.
School subject and grade level: Grades 1-6 Arithmetic
Listed as: Reference book; Workbook
Source(s): 1946-1961 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Publisher's description: "This is a Readiness Workbook to provide the child with a basis of numerical understanding before attempting the study of formal number. The beginner is introduced to the numbers with rational counting to twenty while an understanding of quantitative values is developed by a series of interesting activities with emphasis on Group Recognition, Reproduction, and Comparison. The book is profusely illustrated and provides opportunity for creative activity by the pupil."
(Annotation for Get Ready for Arithmetic from the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 48)

Physical description: Softcover; 100 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1955 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.5 G76 1955)
AMICUS lists additional copies at UBC, UVic, Brandon, U of Manitoba, Brock, and University of Regina.
OCLC lists additional copy at Pittsburg State University.
School subject and grade level: Art -- Grades 1-6
Listed as: Teacher's reference; Reference book
Source(s): 1956-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Subject headings: Art -- Study and teaching (Elementary)
Handicraft -- Study and teaching (Elementary)
Children's art -- Saskatchewan
Creative activities and seat work

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: "This series of articles from earlier issues of The modern instructor has been reprinted"—Foreword. Art and crafts textbook used in Saskatchewan schools. Presents rationale for having creative art and creative crafts in the classroom, projects and instructions, plus many examples of children's art.

**Publisher's description:** "A Book for Teachers and Pupils!

Are you a busy teacher?
Do you need practical ideas for Art and Crafts activities?
Do you need a book that children can use also?
Do you need help in planning, guiding and evaluating Art and Crafts activities?

Then, **THIS IS THE BOOK YOU NEED!**

We are very proud to present a modern but practical guide to creative activities embodying the latest ideas in Art and Crafts education.

It is FULLY ILLUSTRATED. The teacher can SEE what to do and what to expect from the child. This book graphically presents a month by month program for the entire year. It outlines what children like to do at each creative level, materials to use, motivations, correlation possibilities, guidance and appraisal... **This book utilizes the living life experiences of the child in every phase of the Art and Crafts program.**

(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue. p. 41)
equipment and working space, as well as for graded and ungraded rural schools. Suitable grade levels for the various activities are indicated and it is so completely illustrated by drawings and reproductions of the actual work of children in different grades that it can be put directly in their hands." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 24)


**Physical description**: 23 ill. in 1 folder : ill. ; 30 cm.

**Availability**: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1946 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 745.4 M43 1946)

**Source notes**: Authorization notes: *Art patterns for all seasons* not authorized.

**Subject headings**: Holidays -- Pictorial works  
Seasons -- Pictorial works  
Decoration and ornament -- Themes, motives

**Abstract**: U of S Library catalogue notes: Twenty-three leaves of simple outline images relating to special days or seasons, for use in decorating school room windows, blackboards or bulletin boards.

**Publisher's description**: "This folio aims to provide the teacher, rural or urban, with classroom patterns for all special days or seasons..." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 43)


**Physical description**: Hardcover (illustrated boards); 61 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.

**Availability**: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1944 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 811 M45 1944)

AMICUS lists copies available at McGill Library (Special Collections, Université de Sherbrooke, University of Regina, University ofToronto, University of Alberta, University of New Brunswick, Queen's, Canadian War Museum, Glenbow Museum, University of Calgary, Edmonton Public, UBC, BC Archives, Mount Allison, Dalhousie, Guelph, McMaster, Library and Archives Canada, Toronto Public, University of Manitoba, Trent, and Saskatchewan Provincial Library.  
OCLC lists additional copies at Toledo-Lucas Country Public Library, and Brown University.

**School subject and grade level**: N/A (trade book for the general public)

**Subject headings**: World War, 1939-1945 -- Poetry  
World War, 1939-1945 -- Prisoners and prisons, German

**Physical description:** 32 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1942 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.412 H5414 1)

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grades 1-6

**Listed as:** Additional reference reading

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Beginner's reading seat workbook* authorized 1956-1974

**Source(s):** 1956-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Readers (Primary) -- Problems, exercises, etc

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Since Jerry and Jane are the only 2 characters mentioned and a note refers to Part I of the Primer as the source of vocabulary, assuming this workbook was to be used with the Highroads to Reading Primer. English reading workbook authorized for use in Grade 1 in Saskatchewan schools. Includes a variety of activities for students to aid in identifying colours, objects, and sounds.

**Publisher's description:** "This book provides seatwork for children in the pre-Primer stage in reading. Instructions for each page are given directly to the child in simple vocabulary.

Coloring, pasting, drawing, and matching words with pictures are the first activities. Later, problems involving the completion of simple sentences and multiple choice questions are introduced. There are also three pages of vocabulary tests." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 32)


**Physical description:** Hardcover; viii, 510 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1955 edition; Library and Archives Canada: AMICUS lists 2 copies - 1 copy NL stacks, 1 copy off site (no ILL)

**School subject and grade level:** Mathematics -- Grades 9-10

**Authorized as:** Text for correspondence students; Reference text

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Beginning high school mathematics* authorized 1955-1967

**Source(s):** 1955-1966 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars. Authorized variously as a text for correspondence students, and a reference text.

**Subject headings:** Mathematics--Problems, exercises, etc.

**Publisher's description:** "This text has been prepared to meet some of the problems surrounding the teaching, studying and learning of elementary (Grade IX) high-school mathematics in our smaller schools. In these school it is very often impossible for teachers to give sufficient time to class teaching of mathematics, with the result that many students need and are dependent on sources of information which are self-teaching and self-explanatory. The text meets this situation, and it has been tested successfully under such conditions. It is largely self-teaching and students find that they are encouraged to do their own thinking and therefore their own learning. . ." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 54)
Hunt, T. W. (Thomas Wilfrid), 1895-, and Andrews, H. C. (Harold Clarence), 1895-.


**Series:** Science resource books

**Physical description:** Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1946 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 598.9 H85 1946)

MLG: 1 copy from Judith Lambie; signed F. J. Gathercole

AMICUS lists copies at University of Calgary, and Library and Archives Canada

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades

**Listed as:** Reference book


**Subject headings:** Birds of prey; Birds -- Juvenile literature

---

Hunt, T. W. (Thomas Wilfrid), 1895-, and Andrews, H. C. (Harold Clarence), 1895-.


**Series:** Science resource books ; no.113

**Physical description:** Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1950 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 598.2 H85 1950)

AMICUS lists copies at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Elementary grades Science

**Listed as:** Reference book


---


**Physical description:** 43 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1946 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 650.01513 M33 1946)

**School subject and grade level:** Mathematics -- Grades 7-8

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Business arithmetic* not authorized..

**Subject headings:**

Business mathematics -- Juvenile literature
Business mathematics -- Problems, exercises, etc

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Business arithmetic/mathematics textbook authorized for use in Saskatchewan schools. Includes information on banking, grain marketing, insurance, bills and receipts, and taxation, and includes study questions.
**Series:** Science resource books  
**Availability:** MLG 1 copy from ABE books  
**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades  
**Listed as:** Reference book  
Source(s): 1961-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Series:** Towards democracy  
**Physical description:** Softcover; 62 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.  
**Availability:** AMICUS lists 2 copies of 1953 edition at Library and Archives Canada (1 copy available for ILL)  
OCLC lists an additional copy at the University of Alberta.  
**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 1-2  
**Listed as:** Reference book  
**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Canada, our country: primary work in citizenship* authorized 1960-1970  
**Abstract:** Variant of Our Country by E. Thomas.

**Physical description:** 281 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1951 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 971 R45 1951)  
AMICUS lists copies (1951) at University of Alberta, University of Manitoba, McGill, and Library and Archives Canada  
**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 5-6  
**Listed as:** Resource for the school library; Reference book  
**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Canada, land of the beaver* authorized 1952-1970  
**Subject headings:** Canada -- History -- Juvenile literature  
Canada -- Geography -- Juvenile literature  
**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: "Following new trails" after each reading selection  
Publisher's description: "PERMISSEVLEY AUTHORIZED IN MANITOBA...

Canada--Land of the Beaver provides the teacher of Social Studies in Grades V and VI with the complete story of Canada.

The book develops our history in topical form with emphasis on the romance of Canadian History. At the same time the reader is given a sense of the growth and development of our country together with some understanding of the life of our people at various periods. The geographic content shows the development of modern Canada on the basis of the climatic and physical conditions of our country. Social, political, industrial and commercial aspects of Canadian life are included." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p.16)


Physical description: Softcover; 116 p. ill. 25 cm.

Availability: MLG 1 copy in vg cond. from Judith Lambie

AMICUS lists additional copy available at the University of Alberta

School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 3-4

Authorized as: Workbook

Source notes: Authorization notes: Children around the world authorized 1949-1950

Source(s): 1949 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circular.

Subject headings: Social sciences--Study and teaching (Elementary)

Publisher's description: "This is a text-worbook for your social studies classes in Grades III and IV.

As a text it supplies much information about the counties visited. Do not be content with this material alone. Supplement it by having the pupils read in the other books and by teaching lessons on the countries visited.

As a workbook it provides exercises and activities for the children. Teach the material preceding a set of questions carefully before the children write the answers to the questions. Check all answers carefully."

(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 22)


Series: Social studies series

Physical description: Softcover; 96 p. ill. 25 cm.

Availability: 1948* edition--2 copies in poor condition

MLG -- 1 copy in vg cond. from Judith Lambie

School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 3-4

Source notes: Authorization notes: Children of the long ago not authorized.

Subject headings: Social sciences--Study and teaching (Elementary)

Publisher's description: "Children of the Long Ago is organized to include a lesson-story followed by questions and suggested activities. The illustrations add to the interest in the text. Although the material is planned for use with the text, People of Other Times, by M. P. Toombs, it may be used just as well with any other text or group of texts covering the same topics."
**THE CHRISTMAS BOOK**

**Introduction: Our Story Begins; Unit 1: The New Farm House; Unit 2: Other Kinds of Homes; Unit 3: The Indians of the Prairies; Unit 4: People of the Long, Long Ago; Unit 5: The First Wheat Farmers; Unit 6: The First Real Homes in Egypt; Unit 7: Living in a Castle; Unit 8: Men Learn to Travel** (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 21)


**Series:** The holiday fun series

**Physical description:** Softcover; 23 p.; ill.; 31 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1945 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 232.921 D67)

AMICUS lists additional copies at Wellington County Public Library and Library, and Archives Canada 1 copy at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)

**School subject and grade level:** Art -- Grades 1-6

**Listed as:** Reference book -- 1950-1951, 1960-1961; Teacher's reference

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *The Christmas book* authorized 1948-1974

**Source(s):** 1948-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:**

Christmas decorations

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: A Christmas Book--Things to Make

For use in schools and homes.

---

**Christmas concerts and winter programmes for schools.** Regina: School Aids, 1930.

**Physical description:** Softcover; 136 p., [8] leaves; ill., music; 17 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1930 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 394.2663 C46 1930); AMICUS lists another copy at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)

**Authorized as:** Teacher's reference

**Source notes:** *Christmas concerts and winter programmes* authorized 1936-1940

Source: 1936-1940 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Christmas--Juvenile drama

Christmas plays, Canadian

Christmas--Exercises, recitations, etc

Christmas music

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Nine plays, two pageants, songs, recitations, and perforated patterns. Plays are original work of teachers, including *The dollies’ hour* by Louise Medcalf and *The Christmas spirit in action* by H.E. Silver.

---


**Physical description:** Softcover; 114 p.; ill. (some col.)
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1951 edition  (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 394.2663 M87 1951)
AMICUS lists copies at Glenbow Museum, Edmonton Public Library, Simon Fraser, University of Victoria, University of Manitoba, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Seasonal resource for the elementary grades

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Christmas tree time: material for your Christmas concerts* not authorized..

**Subject headings:**
Christmas -- Juvenile literature
Christmas plays

**Publisher's description:** "This book is prepared and written to offer assistance in preparing that most important of school programs -- the Christmas concert. Keeping in mind the rural school and the graded schools, the plays were written to give opportunity for smaller numbers of children as well as for classrooms with larger attendance. They suit various age groups from primary to senior elementary..." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 38)


**Series:** A combined programme in health, safety, and citizenship

**Physical description:** Softcover; 64 p. : ill.; 28 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan - 2 copies of 1958 edition (in process)
AMICUS lists 1 copy available at University of Calgary

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies/Civics -- Grade 1

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Citizens at home: a text workbook* not authorized.

**Subject headings:** Citizenship

**Publisher's description:** "Each of the text-workbooks for these grades contains a combined programme for social studies, health safety, and citizenship. Each contains sixty lessons with a simple story to be read either by the pupils or by the teacher and pupils together. The story is followed by exercise material based on the story and accompanying illustration. A section entitled WORDS TO LEARN includes for special attention the few words which may be required for the reading of the story. The vocabulary is deliberately not restricted to the basic readers but is kept within the range of the pupils in these grades. It therefore supplies opportunities for extending and developing the vocabulary of children with those words which are essential for work in social studies, health, safety, and citizenship in these grades. All words used are within the experience of children at this age." (from the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 1)

**Series:** A combined programme in health, safety, and citizenship  
**Physical description:** Softcover; 64 p. : ill.; 28 cm.  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan - 1 copy of 1958 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 320.471 B34 1958)  
AMICUS lists 1 copy at University of Calgary  
**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies/Civics -- Grade 2  
**Source notes:** *Citizens in the community* not authorized.


**Physical description:** Softcover; 120 p. : ill. ; 23 cm  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan - 2 copies of 1933 edition (incomplete), 1 copy of 1946 printing (poor condition) (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 370.114 S28)  
AMICUS lists copies at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada  
**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 1-2  
**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Citizenship and character education: a manual for Grades 1 and 2* not authorized.  
**Subject headings:** Moral education (Elementary)  
Civics, Canadian  
Conduct of life  
Youth -- Prairie Provinces -- Conduct of life -- Handbooks, manuals, etc  
Prairie Provinces -- Handbooks, manuals, etc

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan - 1 copy of 1930 edition (incomplete), 2 copies of 1932 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 370.114 S28)  
AMICUS lists copies at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada  
**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 3-4  
**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Citizenship and character education: a manual for Grades 3 and 4* not authorized.

**Physical description**: 160 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm (1932); 163 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm (1933-1940 printings)

**Availability**: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy each of 1932, 1933, 1939 and 1940 editions (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 370.114 S28; 1932 copy incomplete; 1939 copy in poor condition)

AMICUS lists copies at University of Regina, University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada

**School subject and grade level**: Social Studies -- Grades 5-6


**Physical description**: Softcover; 127 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.


**School subject and grade level**: Social Studies -- Grades 1-5


**Source notes**: Authorization notes: *Civics and citizenship: a sourcebook for schools* authorized 1960-1974

**Source(s)**: 1960-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings**: Canada--Politics and government--Juvenile literature

**Publisher's description**: "The new citizenship booklet introduced in schools in the fall of 1960 has been enthusiastically received by teachers and the public generally. It provides source materials for classroom use upon the development of democracy within the Commonwealth, upon the functions of the federal, provincial, and municipal governments in Canada, upon the meaning of Canadian citizenship, and includes details upon the Union Jack, flag etiquette, and the numerous emblems used in Canada and the various provinces. Furthermore, it contains sections upon the organization of the United Nations, the treaties which preceded its formation, and the text of the Declaration of Human Rights... "The need for an understanding of one's freedoms and responsibilities as a Canadian citizen has never been felt as urgently as it is today. This booklet supplies a fund of information and a message which leave no doubt as to our democratic heritage and our responsibilities as citizens in maintaining and extending the principles we have inherited. The booklet was first conceived as an outgrowth of a publication on citizenship in Manitoba, and in its development has received the co-operation of the Departments of Education in Alberta and British Columbia."

H. Janzen
Director of Curricula (from the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 64)

**Series:** Adventures in science ; book 1  
**Physical description:** 100  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: copies of 1941 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 500 A38)  
AMICUS lists copies at University of Calgary Library, and Library and Archives Canada  
**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Grade 1  
**Listed as:** Reference book  
**Subject headings:** Science -- Juvenile literature.  
Nature study -- Juvenile literature.  
**Publisher's description:** "These books are written in language suited to Grade I and Grade II pupils respectively, in story form, printed in large, clear type, beautifully illustrated throughout by pencil sketches drawn by Gertrude Murray. Each illustration will have a special appeal to children.
(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 9)"

**Physical description:** 18 p. : ill. 22 cm.  
**Availability:** AMICUS lists copies at Dalhousie and Library and Archives Canada. Not available through ILL.  
**Source notes:** The Coming of the United Empire Loyalists in 1783 not authorized.  
**Publisher's description:** "(An Exceptionally Good SIX ACT Historical Play) This excellent play will enable your pupils to relive the adventure and hardships of the United Empire Loyalists. The facts, upon which the play is based, are from authoritative sources. Thus, the play will help your pupils to find out why the "Loyalists" left the American colonies, how they travelled, and what life was like in their new homes." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 28)"

**Physical description:** Softcover; v. : ill. ; 28 cm.  
**Availability:** Collections Canada: 2 copies listed in AMICUS - 1 copy NL stacks; 1 copy off site (no ILL)  
**School subject and grade level:** Industrial Arts -- Grade 9  
**Authorized as:** Student text  
Source(s): 1964-1965 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Physical description:** Hardcover; 88 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 31 cm

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1955 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.55 D67 1955)

**School subject and grade level:** Art -- Grades 1-6

**Listed as:** Teacher's reference; Reference book


**Subject headings:** Art -- Study and teaching (Elementary)
Handicraft -- Study and teaching (Elementary)
Children's art -- Saskatchewan -- Regina.
Creative activities and seat work.

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Other title: Art and crafts for the classroom

Instructions for all sorts of creative art and crafts projects school children can do, including examples of their creations.

**Publisher's description:** "Creative Art and Crafts listed by the Department of Education for use in the Schools of Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
Approved and listed by the Art Branch, Department of Education for use in the Schools of Ontario.
This book was written to assist teachers to develop a creative art program through the elementary school years.
It will prove especially helpful to the classroom teacher with a limited training in art. Beginning teachers will find it invaluable.
A special feature is the great number of reproductions of the work of children at various age levels.
New approaches and teaching techniques in a great variety of art activities are given.
A very complete and profusely illustrated section on picture-making for all grades will be found extremely helpful.
Materials to use, how to start, how to progress, and what to expect at different grade levels are given and clarified by means of children's work.
Another fully illustrated section shows results obtained by fascinating approaches to pattern making and color which have an appeal to children.
Numerous craft activities are included." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 39)


**Physical description:** Softcover; 20, [4] p. : ill., map; 23 cm.

**Availability:** AMICUS lists copies at University of Alberta, Memorial, NFLD provincial library, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 5-6
Discovering Newfoundland Through Stamps tells the highlights of Newfoundland's story through the stamps the people of that historic land have used. Here, in concise form, is a wealth of information about the history and geography of Newfoundland and Labrador.

Discovering Newfoundland Through Stamps brings you reproductions of many of the historic stamps of Newfoundland, and uses them as focal points in telling the story of Canada's newest province." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 63)

McVeety, Marion Jane, 1865-. **Easy steps to long division.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1950.

**Physical description:** Softcover; (stiff red card covers); 203 p.; 24 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1950 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.7 M38 1950)

**Listed as:** Reference book


**Subject headings:** Mathematics -- Study and teaching (Elementary) Mathematics -- Problems, exercises, etc.; Division


**Physical description:** Softcover; 28 p.; (34 p. 1965 edition)

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan - 1 copy of 1960 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 788.36 C69 1960 Bk.1; 1 copy of 1965 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 788.36 C69 1965 Bk.2)

**AMICUS lists copies available at University of Calgary - 1 copy n.d.; Saskatchewan Provincial Library - 1 copy of 1965 edition. WorldCat list copies of 1965 edition (Bk. 1 and Bk. 2) at University of Georgia, University of Wisconsin.

**School subject and grade level:** Music -- Grades 4-6

**Authorized as:** Text; Teacher's reference


**Subject headings:** Recorder (Musical instrument) -- Instruction and study


Fourteen lessons, plus some songs.


**Series:** Adventures in Science series
School subject and grade level: Science -- Grade 1
Source notes: Authorization notes: En plein air not authorized.
Publisher's description: "En Plein Air is the French translation of Come Out of Doors. It contains the same illustrations and exercises as the above book and will be found most useful and helpful in French-speaking schools." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 9)

Physical description: Softcover; 30 p. : ill. ; 35 cm.
Availability: AMICUS lists copies available at Edmonton Public Library, and Library and Archives Canada
School subject and grade level: Biology -- Grade 12
Authorized as: Text; Reference book -- 1962-1967
Source notes: Essential biology drawings and dissection procedures: grade XII authorized 1956-1967
Source(s): 1956-1966 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Publisher's description: "The drawings in this portfolio have been prepared on special request by the Saskatchewan Department of Education who, for some years, have felt that there is a special need for such a series, particularly in rural and urban centres where sufficient Biology references and dissection material is not available to each student. These sketches are prepared essentially for student references but will prove invaluable to teachers. Since dissection procedures are not given in the prescribed text, they are included here for the benefit of those who do not have a standard reference. The explanations of procedure have been written with an attempt for accuracy coupled with clarity and simplicity.

The contents include: Wild Mustard; Cross Section of Buttercup and Alfalfa Stem; Life Cycle of a Moss and Fern; Amoeba; Paramecium; Hydra; Cross Sections of an Earthworm; Cross Sections of a Grasshopper and Cross Sections of a Frog." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 59)

Physical description: Softcover; 88 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Availability: AMICUS lists copies of the Grade VI manual available at University of Alberta, Brock, and Library and Archives Canada
School subject and grade level: Science -- Grade 6
Subject headings: Science--Study and teaching (Elementary)
Science--Laboratory manuals
Source(s): 1963-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
McVeety, Marion Jane, 1865-. **Far away people.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co.

**Physical description:** Softcover (red with black lettering); 224 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan has 1 copy of the 1942 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 910 M37 1942); 1 copy of 1934 editions (910 M37 1934); 2 copies of 1936 edition (910 M37 1936)

AMICUS lists copies of 1942 edition at Simon Fraser and Library and Archives Canada

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 3-4

**Authorized as:** Text

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Far away people* authorized 1936-1952

Source(s): 1936-1951 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Publisher's description:** "Far Away People" has been revised and now covers fully the "B" Course prescribed in Saskatchewan, for Grades III and IV Social Studies.

It deals with life in Arabia, the Sahara Desert, the Valley of the Amazon, the Valley of the Congo, Switzerland, Norway, The Netherlands, Eskimo Land, Lapland, Antarctica, India, China, Japan.

The book is written in language suited to Grades III and IV pupils. It is exceptionally rich in detail. In addition to the stories of life in different lands, it contains many fine illustrations, depicting the people, their homes, their occupations, and modes of travel. There are numerous suggestions for pupil activities which will assist greatly in the presentation of the different topics by the enterprise method.

"Far Away People" was prepared by a teacher thoroughly at home with her subject, and of recognized ability in classroom procedure.

We are confident that teachers in all provinces will find this book valuable indeed.” (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 13)

---

Oliver, W. J. (William James), Winters, Peter Frederick, and Campbell, B. A. **A first course in analytic geometry.** Regina: School Aids Publishing Co., 1930, 1939.

**Physical description:** Hardcover; 248, [1] p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1930 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 516.3 O.44 1930); 2 copies of 1939 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 516.3 O.44 1939)

AMICUS lists copies available at University of Alberta, St. Mary's University, Laurentian, McGill, and Library and Archives Canada

**School subject and grade level:** Geometry -- Grade 12

**Authorized as:** Teacher's reference; Text


Source(s): 1939-1940, 1940, 1942 and 1944 High school curriculum and regulations

Misc. note(s): *1945 circular cites that all material in the 1944 High school curriculum and regulations remains in effect unless otherwise noted.

1943-1944 and 1949-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

1949 Programme of studies for the high school. Bulletin 4

1950 Programme of studies for the high school. Bulletin B.

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: "Authorized by the Department of Education for use in the schools of Saskatchewan"

Includes Table of square roots (p. [249])
Geometry/Mathematics textbook authorized for use in Saskatchewan schools, 1939-1945, 1949-1950, 1960-1967 (Saskatchewan Dept. of Education Circulars). A course written to the student, promoting "self-activity," including principles of trigonometry necessary for analytic geometry, any necessary algebra and some practical applications of analytic geometry. Some exercises are arranged in groups A to C, with C providing an enriched course.

Oliver, W. J. (William James), and Winters, Peter Frederick. **A first course in plane geometry.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1954.

**Physical description:** 429 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Need

AMICUS lists 1 copy at Library and Archives Canada (off site; no ILL)

**School subject and grade level:** Grades 10-11 Geometry

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *A first course in plane geometry* not authorized..

**Publisher's description:** "This is an attractive and well organized text on plane geometry for grades 10 and 11. Only the basic key propositions which are frequently used are classified as theorems. This method of treatment makes the subject easier to master and necessitates less memorizing. Too many theorems tend to confuse and discourage the student...

The many diagrams and illustrative examples and hints are of particular value to students working alone and to teachers who find the subject difficult to teach...

All in all, this book has been written so as to make geometry more attractive to the average student, and more challenging to the brighter student." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 56)

---


**Physical description:** Hardcover (grey cloth with blue lettering and design); 269 p. illus. 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1941 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 516.24 O.45 1941 ); 1 copy of 1940 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 516.24 O.45 1940)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, UBC, Nova Scotia Archives, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Trigonometry -- Grade 12

**Authorized as:** Reference text (1942-1950); Text (1960-1977)


Source(s): 1943-1944 and 1947-1976 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars 1942 and 1944 High school curriculum and regulations

Misc. note(s):"1945 circular cites that all material in the 1944 High school curriculum and regulations remains in effect unless otherwise noted


**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Includes tables of logarithms of numbers, logarithms of functions, natural functions and squares of numbers

Includes exercises and answers to exercises

**Publisher's description:**

*Reviewed favourably in "School science and mathematics" (See 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 57)

Physical description: Softcover (orange flexible cloth); 100 p.: ill., ports.; 21 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan Library - 2 copies (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 910.92 C87 1955; Main Lib-2nd Flr North PR9299.C873F6)
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Manitoba, UBC, British Columbia Archives, Brandon University, Winnipeg Public Library, Parks Canada, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism, and Library and Archives Canada
WorldCat lists additional copy at Dakota Wesleyan University

School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 5-6

Listed as: Reference book


Subject headings: Explorers -- Northwest, Canadian.
Tales -- Canada.
Northwest, Canadian -- Discovery and exploration.
Northwest, Canadian -- Description and travel.
Canada -- Discovery and exploration.


Publisher's description: "The stories are those of the navigators who first braved the icy waters of our northern seas and of the explorers who first crossed the great lone land which is now the Canadian West. They cover the period from the voyages of Henry Hudson in the early years of the seventeenth century to sir John Franklin's last tragic expedition in the middle of the nineteenth. Written with a view to arousing the interest of her young readers, the stories are told simply and without embellishment. For dramatic effect the author relies upon the stirring nature of the ventures she describes." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 14)


Physical description: 32 p. : music ; 27 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan - 2 copies of 1960 edition (permissively authorized for Saskatchewan)

AMICUS lists an additional copy at the University of Regina

WorldCat lists an additional copy at Grande Prairie Regional College

School subject and grade level: Grades 4-9 music

Authorized as: Reference text; text; teacher's reference

Source notes: Authorization notes: Follow-up music reading tunes authorized 1960-1975
Source(s): 1960-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

1974 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education. Supplement to the circulars.
Subject headings: School music--Instruction and study
Sight-reading (Music)

Publisher's description: *PERMISSIVELY AUTHORIZED IN SASKATCHEWAN*
It contains one hundred and twenty-six folk and traditional melodies. It provides progressively graduated music reading materials for
...Voice
...Classroom Instruments
...Regular Instruments
In response to requests from teachers, this booklet has been expressly prepared as a "follow-up" to the music reading materials in the Saskatchewan School Music broadcast booklets, title,

**SING, PLAY AND DANCE**
(1957-58 AND 1959-60 Editions)
THIS BOOKLET CAN ALSO BE USED AS A "FOLLOW-UP" TO ANY OTHER "BEGINNING" MUSIC READING MATERIALS.  (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 37)

McVeety, Marion Jane, 1865-, and MacMillan, Anne, 1893-.
**Friends far and near.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1953.

Physical description: Softcover; 233 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 20 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan has 2 copies of the 1953 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 910 M375 1953)
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada

School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 3-4
Listed as: Reference book
Source notes: Authorization notes: **Friends - far and near** authorized 1956-1974
Source(s): 1956-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

Misc. note(s): *Deletion from system per 1974/1975 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education supplement to the circular relative to textbooks for kindergarten and divisions I, II, III and IV.

Subject headings: Geography -- Juvenile literature
Social sciences -- Juvenile literature
Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Primary)
Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Elementary)

Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: **Friends--far and near**: grades III & IV social studies: "B" course in Saskatchewan
"Recommended by the Department of Education for use in the schools of Saskatchewan"
Includes Suggestions for the teacher and Suggestions for boys and girls... Studies of Indians, pioneers and Eskimos, and of life in mountain regions, thickly populated countries and in the Lowlands; with lists of things to do, quizzes and question and answer games.

Publisher's description: "The text includes a study of the World as a whole, Arctic Weather Stations, Antarctica, Our Canadian Indians, Pioneers, Eskimos, Switzerland, Norway, Holland, India, China and Japan, Iceland, and Life in the Steppes (U.S.S.R.).

Teachers in all provinces will find "Friends Far and Near" a most valuable book." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 14)

**Series:** Fun with music

**Physical description:** 62 p.; In envelope, 27 cm

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan has 2 copies of the 1947 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.873 S73F3 1947)

AMICUS lists additional copies at Library and Archives Canada

**School subject and grade level:** Music -- Grades 1-9

**Listed as:** Text; Reference book; Classroom instrumental material

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Fun begun* permissively authorized 1949-1972

Source(s): 1950-1971 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

1950 Programme of studies for the high school. Bulletin C

1953 and 1957 Elementary school curriculum guide I for language, social studies, music, and art

*Series title not specified in all sources


Source(s): 1953 and 1957 Elementary school curriculum guide I for language, social studies, music, and art

Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

*Edition not specified in source(s)*

*School aids specified as publisher only in 1962 and 1963 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

**Subject headings:** Tonette -- Methods -- Juvenile

Wind instruments -- Instruction and study -- Juvenile

School music -- Instruction and study -- Juvenile

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Subtitle from cover: beginner's book for tonette, flutophone or other similar instrument.

Includes lyrics with fingering notation for tonette, and pieces with musical notation

"A simple number method by which anyone can learn to play real tunes... with a later easy way to learn to read and play from notes"—cover (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 35)


**Series:** Fun with music

**Physical description:** 2 v. : ill., music ; 25 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan has 2 copies of the 1948 edition - Books 1 and 2 (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.873 S73F4 1948)

AMICUS lists additional copy at University of Alberta

**School subject and grade level:** Music -- Elementary grades

**Listed as:** Reference book; Classroom instrumental material

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Fun with the autoharp* permissively authorized 1950-1957, 1960-1961

Source(s): 1950-1951 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circular

1950 Programme of studies for the high school. Bulletin C

1953 and 1957 Elementary school curriculum guide I for language, social studies, music, and art

*Series title not specified in all sources.


Source(s): 1953, 1957 Elementary school curriculum guide I for language, social studies, music, and art.
Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

Subject headings:
School music -- Instruction and study -- Juvenile
Autoharp -- Instruction and study -- Juvenile

Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: Lyrics with numbered chords for 10 bar (button) autoharp accompaniments for most of the songs in The tonette song book and others
"A simple method by which anyone can learn to play accompaniments to songs"--cover.

Series: Fun with music
Physical description: 2 v. : ill., music ; 12 x 17 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan has 1 copy of the 1950 edition (Book 1 and Book 2) (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.873 S73F5 1950) AMICUS lists additional copy at Brock University.
School subject and grade level: Music -- Elementary grades
Source(s): 1953 and 1957 Elementary school curriculum guide I for language, social studies, music, and art; Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
*Fun with the rhythm instruments contains the rhythm band accompaniments for the songs in the Tonette song book of this same series, authorized.

Subject headings: School music -- Instruction and study -- Juvenile
Percussion instruments -- Methods -- Juvenile

Notation provided for triangle, tambourine, jingles, cymbals and drums.
Book 1 provides instructions for the beginning rhythm band as well as accompaniments to the songs in Fun begun; bk. 2 provides rhythm band arrangements for selections in the Tonette song book"-- inside covers Later picked up by Follet Publishing Co.

Physical description: Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy AMICUS lists copies available at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.
WorldCat lists additional copies at University of Windsor, Arizona Western College, and Minnesota Historical Society.
Publisher's description: "An account of the French, Hudson's Bay Company and Northwest Fur Company explorers. Tells of the struggle by these different fur companies for control of the prairies and the west. Includes a short account of some of the important fur animals." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue. p. 24)
Lower, J. Arthur, 1907-. **Furs from the seas**. Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1949. **Physical description**: 32 p. : illus. ; 23 cm. **Availability**: Need AMICUS lists copies available at University of Alberta, Vancouver Public Library, and Library and Archives Canada. **Source notes**: Authorization notes: *Furs from the seas* not authorized. **Publisher's description**: "Outlines the earlier explorers on the west coast such as Captain Cook, Vitus Bering, and Captain Vancouver. Tells of the rivalry of Russian, Spain, and Britain for the coast. Relates how the sea otter was hunted and almost exterminated, and steps which have been taken to conserve the important fur animals from the sea." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 24)

---


---

Oliver, W. J. (William James), and Winters, P. F. (Peter Frederick). **Grade nine mathematics.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1953.

**Physical description:** Hardcover; 274 p. : ill. ; 19 cm. + answer booklet (11 p.)

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1953 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 510 O.44 1953)

AMICUS lists copy of 1953 edition available at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)

**School subject and grade level:** Mathematics -- Grade 9

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Grade nine mathematics* authorized 1953-1963

Source(s): 1953-1962 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Answer booklet has copyright date of 1955

Includes tables of measures, compound interest, and roots and powers.

---


**Physical description:** Hardcover; 229 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1955 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 512 O.45 1955)

**School subject and grade level:** Algebra -- Grade 10

**Authorized as:** Text

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Grade ten algebra* authorized 1968-1974

Source(s): 1968-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Algebra -- Study and teaching

---

**Grade ten geometry.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1945.

**Physical description:** Hardcover; 287 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1945 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 516 O.45 1945); 2 copies of 1947 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 510 O.45 1947)

AMICUS lists additional copy at University of Manitoba.

**Authorized as:** Text

**School subject and grade level:** Mathematics -- Grade 10

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Grade ten geometry* authorized 1967-1977

Source(s): 1967-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: "This text is designed to meet the requirements of the new course in mathematics as prescribed for Grade X by the Department of Education in Saskatchewan."--Pref
First 284 pages are the Grade ten geometry, also published separately
Includes various tables; Includes index.
on long and careful research. The stories reveal many events of the early days that have hitherto been only slightly touched upon by historians."

(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 17)

"It is a pleasant thought that history can be presented in such an attractive form--a form that makes it alive, convincing, and entertaining. Here are grouped a series of personality studies of daring Indian chiefs and scouts, illuminated by careful research and genuine sympathy. The early settling of the West comes alive again in these stories about the Indian statesmen who tried to keep the peace with their neighbors, the white settlers. The writer's clarity and justice enlightens the development of these Indian personalities, which are supplemented with an account of the Western Indian treaties, prairie handicrafts, and legends. This is a well-rounded selection and development of prairie Indian life that will appeal to all.

--The Publishers. (from book's Foreword)


**Physical description:** Softcover; 99 p. : ill. ; 23 cm (1948 edition)
Softcover; 101 p. : ill. ; 23 cm (1953 edition)

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1948 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 394.2 G73 1948); 1 copy of 1953 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 394.2 G73 1953)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, Simon Fraser, Brandon University, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 3-4

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Great days and holidays* authorized 1948-1974

Source(s): 1948-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Holidays -- Juvenile literature

**Abstract:** Stories and activities for celebrations throughout the school year

"2T-3-48"--Verso of t.p.

**Publisher's description:** "Information and activities for the Red Letter Days of the school year. Social studies for Grades III and IV. Twenty-eight special days are included in the book which traces the red-letter day activities from Labor day to Dominion Day. There is a quiz for each of the school terms and a special review at the end of the book." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 40)


**Physical description:** Hardcover (blue cloth with green lettering and cover design); 309 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1942 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 320.471 T36 1942); 1 copy of 3rd edition ca. 1930

AMICUS lists additional copies at Toronto Public Library, University of Regina, University of Western Ontario, Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec, Queen's, and Library and Archives Canada.
School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 7-9
Subject headings: Civics, Canadian -- Juvenile literature
Democracy -- Juvenile literature
Used in Saskatchewan schools. Ends with The Atlantic Charter of August 14, 1941.


Series: The holiday fun series
Physical description: Softcover; 24 p. : ill. ; 31 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies (n.d.)
(Ed Lib-Historical Coll. 394.2683 D67)
AMICUS lists an additional copy at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)
School subject and grade level: Art -- Grades 1-6
Source(s): 1948 Art bulletin number 1: a programme of creative art for the elementary schools 1948-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Subject headings: Halloween decorations -- Juvenile literature
Abstract: “A Halloween Book--Things to Make
The Hallowe’en decoration and party book.” (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 42)

Cowan, Don, 1919-. *Harmony for recorders*. Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 196?

Physical description: Softcover; 44 p. : music ; 28 cm
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan - 2 copies (Ed Lib-Historical Coll. 788.53 C)
School subject and grade level: Music -- Grades 4-6
Authorized as: Text; Teacher's reference

Subject headings: Recorder (Musical instrument)--Studies and exercises
Recorder (Musical instrument)--Instruction and study
Recorder music, Arranged
Placed in a pocket folder.
Scarrow, C. A. **Heroes in Canadian history**. Regina: School Aids, 1933.

**Physical description:** Hardcover; 84 p.; 23 cm.
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1933 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 923.971 S25 1933)
AMICUS lists additional copies at Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** History -- Grade 5
**Listed as:** Teacher’s reference and resource for the school library

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Heroes in Canadian history* authorized 1936-1940
Source(s): 1936-1940 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Explorers -- Canada -- Biography -- Juvenile literature
Canada -- Discovery and exploration -- Juvenile literature
Canada -- History -- Juvenile literature

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Heroes in Canadian history : grade V : with suggested work problems and maps.
Early explorations -- The opening of the West -- Exploration on the Pacific and Arctic Oceans.

---


**Physical description:** Softcover; 62 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy
AMICUS lists additional copies at Simon Fraser, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grades 3-4
**Listed as:** Reference book; General resource for the school library

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Holiday fun* authorized 1943-1952
Source(s): 1943-1951 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Readers (Elementary)

**Publisher's description:** "The author, "Miss Kay Frost, is a teacher in the Calgary schools. Holiday Fun" is a book full of things that might happen to any two small children off for a camping trip in the mountains. With their parents, Mary and Margaret meet many new friends -- campers, deer, chipmunks, birds, beavers, and bears. Their summer fun makes stimulating reading for children of the primary grades. The illustrations are delightful.

A valuable book for supplementary reading."
(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, inside back cover)

---


**School subject and grade level:** Art -- Grades 1-6

**Listed as:** Teacher's reference; Reference book--1950-1951, 1960-1961

**Publisher's description:** "These party decoration books, planned for use in the school or home, are complete with an assortment of colored construction paper and white sheets for tracing the patterns.

Each of the books has many new and original designs and patterns for the table and room decorations.
There are designs, patterns, and suggestions for cards, place cards, invitations, napkin rings, candy boxes, table centres and other decorative purposes. They are appropriate to the season for which the book is planned." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 42)
Publisher's description: "By Ethel Reese Burns, A.T.C.M. Instructor of Speech, Provincial Normal School, Victoria B.C....The use of this book when a speaking guide is needed will instill confidence and insure success. This manual, an excellent one for the school library, fills a long-felt want in the field of public speaking." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, inside back cover)


Physical description: Softcover; 100 p., [3] of plates

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1951 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.13078 T44 1951)

AMICUS lists an additional copy at University of Manitoba.


Subject headings: Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Elementary)

Publisher's description: "This unique publication overflows with suggestions, ideas and teaching devices for use in the Kindergarten, Grade I, Grade II and Grade III. We know of no other manual of its type which concentrates so much practical information within its pages. Among the topics included are: reading devices, classroom decoration, the art programme, uses for waste materials, health ideas, science suggestions, social studies activities, and safety education."

(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 44)


Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1943 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 970.41 S27 1943)

1936* (rev) edition--1 copy, 1 poor condition

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Regina, University of Victoria, Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies, University of Alberta, Parks Canada, Canadian Museum of Civilization, Toronto Public Library, OISE/UT Library, Université de Montréal, St. Thomas More College, Glenbow Museum, Edmonton Public Library, UBC, Brandon University, University of Manitoba, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism, British Columbia Archives, University of Windsor, and Library and Archives Canada.

OCLC lists additional copy at Minot State University.

School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 3-4

Listed as: Reference book


Source(s): 1944-1971 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

Subject headings: Indians of North America -- Canada -- Juvenile literature

Frontier and pioneer life -- Prairie Provinces -- Juvenile literature

Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: "Things to do" at the end of each section

Discusses Indians of eastern Canada, the prairie and British Columbia, some explorers and traders; settlers, pioneers and homesteaders of the prairies.

"Things to do" at the end of each section.
Discusses Indians of eastern Canada, the prairie and British Columbia, some explorers and traders; settlers, pioneers and homesteaders of the prairies.

Other notes: 1936 edition just entitled Prairie Pioneers. 1936 edition is listed in Peel: 6048

Publisher's description: "Indians of Canada describes the fourteen tribes of Canada based on material taken from Dominion government records and from the writings of men who lived and worked among these interesting peoples. Four of the five sections of the book are devoted to a study of Indian life. Indians of Eastern Canada are described under headings: Tribal organization; homes; customs and beliefs; food and legends. Maps, drawings and photographs are used to illustrate the material." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 19)


Physical description: Softcover (illustrated card covers); stapled; 75 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1950 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 970.41 W44 1950)
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Regina, Simon Fraser, Parks Canada, Toronto Public Library, Université de Montréal, and Trent University.

School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 3-6
Listed as: Reference book

Source(s): 1950-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

1953 Elementary school curriculum guide I for language, social studies, music, and art.

Subject headings: Indians of North America -- Prairie Provinces
Indians of North America -- Canada
Indians of North America -- Social life and customs

Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: Based on information from The handbook of Indians of Canada (Frederick Hodge?). Includes Quiz after each section. Focuses on the Crees, Assiniboines, Blackfeet and Sioux tribes, their culture and interaction with European settlers on the Canadian Prairies.

Other notes: Listed in Peel: 7236.

Publisher's description: "This little volume is concisely written and designed to give pupils a first-hand view of Indian life on the great western plains a hundred years ago, and to stimulate further and more detailed study by them of our early native aborigines when they reach the more advanced grades." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 19)

Insect parade. School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co.

Series: New series of science booklets

Physical description: Softcover; 31 p. ; 22 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy (obtained from out-of-print dealer)
AMICUS lists copy of 1950 edition at University of Manitoba.
OCLC lists additional copy at University of Alberta.
School subject and grade level: Science -- Elementary grades
Listed as: Reference book


**Physical description:** Hardcover (illustrated red cloth); 126 p.: ill.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1946 edition (970.01 O.73 1946); University of Saskatchewan Library, Special Collections (Shortt) 1 copy of 1946 edition: (E74 .S3.O.73 1946)

AMICUS lists additional copies at Saskatchewan Provincial Library (microform), University of Guelph (microform), University of Toronto, Toronto Public Library, Carleton University, Glenbow Museum, University of Calgary, University of Alberta, Vancouver Public Library, UBC, Greater Victoria Public Library, British Columbia Archives, Parks Canada, University of Manitoba, Queens, Brock, Victoria University, Université de Montréal, and Library and Archives Canada.

OCLC lists additional copies at California Polytechnic State University, San Francisco Public Library, Stanford University, and the British Museum, Department of Ethnography.

**Source notes:** Not authorized. Item is of historical interest.

**Subject headings:** Kitchen-middens Saskatchewan.
Indians of North America Antiquities.
Indians of North America -- Antiquities
Mounds -- Saskatchewan
Stone age -- North America

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Danish Kitchen Middens -- The shell heaps of Nova Scotia -- The great Fraser Midden -- Japanese shell heaps -- Saskatchewan Middens -- The Scottish shell heaps. Other notes: Peel 6878


---


**Physical description:** Softcover; 2 v. ; 28 cm

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1960 edition (Books 1 and 2) (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 H47 1960)

AMICUS lists additional copy of Book Two at the University of Calgary.

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grades 9-10

**Authorized as:** Text

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Knowing and understanding English. Book 1* authorized 1965-1974
Source(s): 1965-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** English language -- Grammar -- Problems, exercises, etc.
Reading comprehension -- Problems, exercises, etc
Language arts (Secondary)

**Physical description:** 10 charts; col.; 50 x 34 cm. + 1 teacher's guide

**Availability:** Received through ILL from U of A. Posters and materials scanned selectively

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grades 1-6

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Language arts wall charts for children of Indian ancestry with teacher's guide* authorized 1968-1974

Source(s): 1968-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** English language--Study and teaching--Indian students--Audio-visual aids.

Indians of North America--Pictorial works--Juvenile literature.
Indians of North America--Social life and customs--Juvenile literature.

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Picture charts developed for use with school beginners of Indian background to encourage oral expression and develop vocabulary. The pictures represent a way of life of the Indian people around La Ronge.


**Physical description:** Softcover (green illustrated card covers); 143 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1943 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.6 Y45 1943) and 1 copy of 1934 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.6 Y44 1934)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Calgary, University of Windsor, University of Manitoba and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grade 2

**Listed as:** Teacher's reference and resource for the school library


**Subject headings:** English language -- Study and teaching (Primary)

English language -- Composition and exercises

**Publisher's description:** “Language Exercises is divided into weekly units which provide a lesson for each day of the school year. There are five sections, namely: Reproduction; Capitalization; Silent Reading; Organization and Grammatical Forms...Correlation with the other school subjects in art, nature science, social studies and health is a feature of the book together with the inclusion of activities for the special days of the school year. (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 30)
**Physical description:** Softcover (blue flexible cloth with illustration); 159 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1944 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.6 F85 1944)  
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Windsor, and Library and Archives Canada.  
**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grade 3  
**Source notes:** Language exercises. Grade III authorized 1951-1952  
Source(s): 1951 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circular

*Publication date and edition not specified in source(s).*  
**Subject headings:** English language -- Study and teaching (Primary)  
English language -- Composition and exercises  
**Publisher's description:** Two hundred self-explanatory exercises, arranged after the same pattern as those for Grade 2, will provide sufficient seatwork for developing the language abilities of the Grade 3 pupil. The book is especially planned for use in the school where there are many grades but it may be as effective in the hands of pupils in the graded school.  
The exercises, which cover a considerable range of subjects and a wide variety of activities, provide reading practice as well as language development...There is also correlation with the Grade 3 course in social studies, health, natural science and art. (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 30)

**Physical description:** Softcover; 127 p. ; 19 cm.  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1936 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.607 G75 1936)  
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.  
**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grades 3-6  
**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Learning correct English through play* not authorized.  
**Subject headings:** Literary recreations  
English language -- Grammar -- Study and teaching (Elementary)  
**Publisher's description:** "Complement to "Vitalized English""--Compiled for Grades III, IV, V, and VI, this valuable aid in language instruction has been prepared in the same careful manner as the Vitalized English series.  
**Over 100 Worthwhile Games**--Realizing that informal games, in which children act and speak in a natural manner, will help to correct many unnoticed errors in English, the author has brought together over one hundred worthwhile games designed to correct the common errors in the English language. The philosophy behind this book is a clearly recognized psychological principle, namely that children repeat and hence learn those things which they enjoy doing." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 8)

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1956 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 S618 1956)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, University of Windsor, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grade 2

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Learning to speak and write our language. Book II* not authorized.

**Subject headings:** English language -- Grammar -- Juvenile literature

**Publisher's description:** "In preparing this English book for Grade 2, two problems were kept in mind by the author. The first was to develop a book that would provide adequate material for teaching and learning. The second problem was to make the test appealing to children at this grade level. Both of these features have been combined in this book.

The topics of study have been developed for primary children with little or no special training in English. The lessons progress as follows—alphabet, words, sentences, sentences on one topic, stories, and very simple letters all at the Grade 2 level.

Adequate provision has been made for correct usage, poetry appreciation, and speech training. It is suggested that the lessons on poetry appreciation and speech training may be presented by the teacher to assure correct interpretation and beauty of speech.

It is expected that this book may serve as a supplement to the reading program since the vocabulary has been carefully checked for the grade level. All words that are not generally found at this grade level have been noted at the beginning of each lesson to help both teachers and pupils, and these words have been listed at the back of the book.

Both the situations and the treatment of them have been carefully chosen for the grade level in order that maximum interest may be developed in the pupils.

Provision has been made for special reviews with an over-all review at the conclusion." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 25)


**Series:** Au pays des sciences ; 2e livre

**Physical description:** 100 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** AMICUS lists one copy at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Grade 2

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Outdoor pathways* not authorized..

**Subject headings:** Subjects: Science

**Publisher's description:** "This is the French translation of Outdoor Pathways as translated by Louis Charbonneau." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 9)

**Physical description:** Softcover; 95 p. ill. 25 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of the 1948 edition (poor condition; Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 910 B69 1948) AMICUS lists additional copies at Cameron Library, University of Alberta: 1 copy n.d.; Doucette Library, University of Calgary: 1 copy of 1965 edition.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 3-4

**Listed as:** Workbook; Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Living and learning: a workbook in social studies* authorized 1949-1974


**Subject headings:** Social sciences--Study and teaching (Primary)

**Publisher's description:** "In this combined text-book and workbook, reading lessons and pupils' activities are planned to cover the following units:

1. The Home Community
2. Food
3. Clothing
4. Shelter
5. Transportation
6. Communication

"Living and Learning" is:

- Organized to teach the skills necessary at Grade III level.
- Organized to lay the foundation for future growth and development in the social studies.
- Organized to guide both pupil and teacher in developing good attitudes for intelligent social behaviour.
- Organized to provide information."

(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 21)


**Availability:** Need

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 7-8

**Listed as:** Workbook

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Living in lands overseas* authorized 1952-1960

Source(s): 1952-1959 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Publisher's description:** "Living in Lands Overseas is a new approach to the problem of assisting teachers in the important field of social studies.

The Guidebook is really a number of Resource Units, carefully organized to achieve the objectives that are set out for each Unit.

The Guidebook assumes that the teacher will use the Enterprise Method and that there will be many opportunities for pupil-teacher planning. It assumes, too, that more than one text-book will be in common use and that other materials, such as magazines, newspapers, and other periodicals, will be used as circumstances permit." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 23)

**Physical description:** Softcover; 221 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 21 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1954 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 910 M38 1954)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Windsor, and Library and Archives Canada

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 3-4

**Authorized as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Long ago and far away authorized 1956-1974.

Source(s): 1956-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Geography -- Juvenile literature
Social sciences -- Juvenile literature

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Presents some information on early man, then about hot wet lands, hot dry lands and our prairie home community.

**Publisher's description:** "It's New! It's Different! It's a Social Studies book for Grades III and IV. In addition to the interesting social studies stories and illustrations, there is a wide variety of tests. There are also numerous suggestions for pupil activities." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 21)


**Series:** Adventures in science

**Physical description:** Hardcover; 152 , [3] leaves of plates

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: copies of 1941 and 1952 editions edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 500 A38)

Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy; gift from Judith Lambie; signed by F. J. Gathercole

AMICUS lists copies available at University of British Columbia, Walter C. Koerner Library, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Grade 3

**Source notes:** "Permissively authorized by the Department of Education for use in the schools of Saskatchewan".

"Recommended by the Department of Education for use in the schools of Manitoba".

"Permissively authorized by the Department of Education for use in the schools of Saskatchewan".

"Recommended by the Department of Education for use in the schools of Manitoba."

**Subject headings:** Science Experiments.

**Physical description**: Hardcover (blue cloth with yellow lettering); 298 p. ill. 18 cm.

**Availability**: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 uncatalogued copies.

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, Glenbow Museum, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level**: Social Studies -- Grades 3-6

**Listed as**: Reference book


Source(s): 1947-1962 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

Misc. note(s): "For "A" course

**Subject headings**: Northwest, Canadian--Juvenile literature

Northwest, Canadian

Canada--History--19th century

Canada--Social conditions

**Publisher's description**: "This pupil's book emphasizes the ways of living of the people in Saskatchewan. Throughout the text, the adaptation of ways of living to meet changing conditions is accepted. The influence of Geography on the ways of living of the people of the West is stressed. The pupil gets a new and illuminating vision of the Dominion of Canada and his own Province.

LISTED FOR SCHOOLS IN SASKATCHEWAN"

(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 10)

---


**Physical description**: Softcover (red with black lettering and illustration); 162 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability**: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: copies of 1942 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 H37 1942)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, University of Windsor, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level**: Primary grades - English

**Listed as**: Reference book


**Subject headings**: Language arts

English language -- Juvenile literature

**Abstract**: U of S Library catalogue notes: "This book has been organized to provide children of different levels of ability with work according to their respective talents"--Foreword.

**Publisher's description**: "This book offers under one cover numerous teachings and drill lessons in oral language and expression, speech training, and written language for the first three divisions or grades. It provides levels of work arranged in such a way that the book is of special value to teachers in rural schools where grades are often combined. However, teachers in schools where the grades are taught separately will also find it extremely useful.

Lessons are closely correlated with social studies and natural science."
Each lesson is followed by a number of activities which may serve as seatwork. The vocabulary is such that the book can successfully be placed in the hands of the children, and each lesson is illustrated to make the book more attractive and impressionable.

The Magic of Language has a twofold purpose—a guide to the teacher and a help to the pupil.

The author, Miss M. K. L. Harpley, is a teacher of high standing in Manitoba. She has been teaching the Experimental Class of the three primary grades in one group at the Normal School in Winnipeg, for the Winnipeg School Board, and is now principal of the Sir John Franklin School. (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 4)

"The aim of this book is to provide exercises to cultivate the ability to speak and write in the primary grades. Many teaching and drill lessons are included with this in mind. It is equally of value in the rural school where grades are often combined and in the one-grade classroom where pupils show many differences in language abilities." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue p. 29)

Series: Master workbook in language; series includes 5 books
Physical description: Softcover; 96 p.: ill.; 25 cm.
Availability: Need. Received copies of Grades V, VI, VII and VIII on loan from Judith Gathercole. Have scanned covers.
AMICUS lists 1 copy of the Grade VII book at Library and Archives Canada.
School subject and grade level: English -- Grades 4-8
Listed as: Workbook; reference book

Source(s): 1946-1952 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars
Bibliographic information for individual editions is included in independent records.
Publisher's description: For use with Vitalized English

"AN EXCELLENT LANGUAGE WORKBOOK—Saves time, makes your work easier, makes your pupils' work more enjoyable, supplies an interesting variety of seatwork exercises, provides a systematic programme in language, simplifies the checking of assignments, ensures better results.

THE MASTER WORKBOOKS IN LANGUAGE comprise 96 pages of classroom-tested exercise in all phases of written language.

THE MASTER WORKBOOKS IN LANGUAGE have been written for use with the companion text-book, Vitalized English, but they may be used effectively with any other language text. Moreover, they are complete in themselves and provide a full year's course in language for the grade." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 33)

Physical description: Softcover; 96 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of Grade VIII; 1 copy of Grade VII edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 513.076 L67 1949; 513.076 L68 1949); have 1 uncatalogued copy of Grade VII

School subject and grade level: Mathematics -- Grades 7-8

Authorized as: Reference book; workbook


Subject headings: Arithmetic -- Problems, exercises, etc
Mathematics -- Problems, exercises, etc
Mathematics -- Study and teaching (Elementary)

The modern instructor: a magazine for progressive teachers. Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1931-.

Physical description: Softcover; 23 cm.


AMICUS lists incomplete holdings at University of Regina, University of Alberta, UBC, and University of New Brunswick

School subject and grade level: Teacher resource for all grade levels

Authorized as: Teacher's reference

Source: 1933-1934 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

Subject headings: Education – periodicals

Publisher's description: "How Much is a Magazine Worth to You?

One good article a month--that will give you practical help with the curriculum; save you time and energy; bring you a new idea to relieve the daily grind--is more than worth the price of a subscription. **

The Modern Instructor will bring you a number of definitely helpful articles in each of the ten issues." (1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, inside cover)


Physical description: 94, 8 leaves : ill., music ; 37 cm (1941)
260 p. : ill., music ; 26 cm (1947)
270 p. : ill. ; 25 cm (1954)
269 p. : ill. ; 25 cm (1961)


AMICUS lists additional copies available at Huntington College (1961 edition), University of Calgary (1961), University of Western Ontario (1947), Library and Archives Canada (1947), University of Alberta (1954), UBC (1954), University of Toronto (1954), University of Regina (1947, 1954) OCLC lists additional copies at the University of Iowa, University of Minnesota, Duluth, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Southwest Baptist University, Azusa Pacific University, Bowling Green State
University, and Southern Oregon University.

**School subject and grade level:** Music -- Grades 7-12

**Listed as:** Reference text

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Various publications of *Music manual for the classroom teacher* authorized 1946-1975

Source(s): 1946-1956 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars
1946 Programme of studies for the high school. Bulletin 1
1950 Programme of studies for the high school. Bulletin C
1956-1970 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars
Revised 1962 edn of Programme of studies for the high school. Bulletin C
1971 and 1972 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

**Subject headings:** School music -- Instruction and study -- Saskatchewan
Music -- Handbooks, manuals, etc

**Publisher's description:** "As you are aware, there are three significant trends in classroom music education:

1. A greater emphasis is being placed on the combined vocal-instrumental approach.
2. Added importance is being given the role of the classroom teacher in the music programme, aided of course through the counsel of the specialist and supervisor wherever possible.
3. There is an increasing tendency to adapt and apply proven methods from the field of language learning to the field of music learning.

This manual conforms to these trends. It outlines simple, proven methods to assist the average classroom teacher in her music problems. All phases of the music exploration programme, singing, bodily movement, classroom instrumental activity, creative record listening, keyboard exploration, conducting, voice production, and technicalities are covered in terms intelligible to the teacher who may have a limited musical background.

Examine this unique Manual and you will readily see that the multitudinous cross-references and the detailed index enable any teacher to locate quickly the answer to any music problem likely to arise in the elementary classroom.

We are sure you will agree that this Manual would be a valuable addition to the reference library in every classroom and school." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue. p. 34)

---

**New Christmas concerts and programmes for schools.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1940.

**Physical description:** Softcover (pale green with red lettering and illustration; 158 p. ; 17 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1940 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 394.2663 N49 1940); University of Saskatchewan, Special Collections has an additional copy (Spec Coll-Shortt Coll. GT4987.15 .N49 1940)

AMICUS lists additional copies at Library and Archives Canada

OCLC lists an additional copy at the University of Manitoba

**School subject and grade level:** Drama; seasonal resource for the elementary grades

**Source notes:** *New Christmas concerts and programmes for schools* not authorized.

**Subject headings:** Christmas -- Juvenile drama

Christmas plays, Canadian
Christmas -- Poetry

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Ten plays, three pageants, songs, recitations, etc., written or selected by teachers. Used in Saskatchewan schools.

**Publisher's description:** "Do you have difficulty with your school programmes? Then get a copy of Christmas Concerts and School Programmes book. You will find a great variety of entertainment material. This book contains everything the teacher needs to produce a really good concert of entertainment....All the material has been selected by experienced teachers who know the limitations of the rural school." (1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 27)


**Physical description:** 12 pieces (in portfolio)

**Availability:** AMICUS lists one copy available at University of Calgary

**Source notes:** New hectograph seatwork not authorized

**Publisher's description:** "The hectograph is an invaluable aid to the primary teacher. But it takes time to find and prepare pictures and seatwork for the hectograph. This folder of seatwork, already finished in hectograph ink, will save the teacher a great deal of time and supply a fund of material for the busy fingers of primary pupils." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 22)

"Every busy teacher will want one of these books. There are 52 entirely new and different pages of designs offering a variety of seatwork projects and activities to last for the entire school year. This new book contains special activities for special occasions during the year. Each page is prepared in hectograph ink for easy duplication." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 38)

---


**Physical description:** Softcover (pink and navy card cover); 55 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** AMICUS lists copies at University of Alberta, Newfoundland and Labrador Public Libraries, Memorial University, York University, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 5-6

**Listed as:** Reference book


**Publisher's description:** "Sea-girt Newfoundland, Great Britain’s oldest colony, takes up anew role as the tenth province of Canada.

By this change, Canada adds thousands of miles of strategic coastline to her sea frontiers...This book is of special interest at this time--ORDER NOW" (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 63)

---


**Physical description:** Softcover; 31 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1950 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll.)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, Glenbow Museum, University of Calgary, UBC, Brock University, Toronto Public Library, and Library

**Physical description:** Softcover ; 64 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Regina, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Elementary grades

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Nursery plays correlated with school subjects* authorized 1943-1951. Source(s): 1943-1950 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.


**Physical description:** 152 p. , [4] leaves of plates

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: copies of 1941 and 1952 editions edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 500 A38)

AMICUS lists 1 copy at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Grade 4

**Source notes:** "Permissively authorized by the Department of Education for use in the schools of Saskatchewan".


**Series:** Towards democracy series

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1952 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 971 T54 1952)

AMICUS lists additional copy (1953) at Library and Archives Canada.

OCLC lists an additional copy at the University of Alberta.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 1-3

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Our country* authorized 1951-1960
Source(s): 1951, 1956-1959 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

**Subject headings:** Canada -- History -- Juvenile literature

**Publisher's description:** "A work book that will help the busy teacher to put over a fine Citizenship programme in the primary department.

This book contains an abundance of seatwork for the junior grades--the type of purposeful seatwork that teachers will welcome. Maps and pictures to color and paste.

This book is well illustrated. Printed on heavy paper. Cover printer in two colors with the flag of our Empire in full color. Page size 63/4x10. Words and music for God Save the King and O Canada."

"This 67-page Social Studies workbook and picture-pasting book is most suitable for this term."

(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 18)

---


**Series:** Citizenship for democracy

**Physical description:** 244 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1941 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 320.471 S23 1941)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, and Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 7-8

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Our democracy* authorized 1942-1943

Source(s): 1942 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circular.

**Subject headings:** Civics, Canadian -- Juvenile literature

Canada -- Politics and government -- Juvenile literature

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Title on cover: Our democracy : citizenship for democracy. Includes "supplementary material for the publication entitled Citizenship and character education (grades V-VI) by Scarrow and Griffin." Civics/history/social studies textbook authorized for use in Saskatchewan.

**Publisher's description:** "This book covers the Citizenship phases of the Social Studies programme for the senior public school grades of the elementary school. Throughout its pages the authors present to the pupils the ideals of co-operative living, freedom and service in the community, province, and Dominion.

Subject matter and vocabulary are well within the Grades V to VIII range of ability and interest.

For teachers the book has a special appeal. Latest approved educational procedures are emphasized. A wide range of pupil activities is listed. Frequent objective tests have a place, and at the end of the book an objective term test is presented."

(From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 18)

---


**Physical description:** Softcover; 376 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1944 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 941 L49 1944)

AMICUS lists additional copies at Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec, University of Alberta, Memorial, and Library and Archives Canada.
School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 7-8
Listed as: Supplementary book; Reference book
Source notes: Authorization notes: Our empire authorized 1947-1963
Source(s): 1947-1962 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars
Misc. note(s): "For "A" course and "B" course.
Subject headings: Great Britain -- History -- Juvenile literature
Great Britain -- Colonies -- History -- Juvenile literature
Great Britain -- Geography -- Juvenile literature
Publisher's description: "Teachers will find that this is one book which will not only guide and direct their pupils, but will lead them on to greater and greater activity. There are hundreds of different illustrations, numerous suggestions for enterprises and activities, and activities, and brief summaries of important information...

Today Our Empire is a practical example of the union of peoples of every race, climate, and creed. It is a community of 400,000,000 people living in peace, harmony, and good will, joint heirs of the tradition of British freedom and democracy..." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids Catalogue, p. 23)

Gathercole, F. J. (Frederick James), 1908-, and Gathercole, Dorothy. Our little friends in other lands ; a work book in social studies, grades III and IV. Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co.
Series: Social studies series
Physical description: Softcover; 96 p. ill. 25 cm.
Availability: (n.d.)* edition--1 copy workbook
School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 3-4
Listed as: Workbook
Source(s): 1949 and 1960 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars
Subject headings: Social sciences--Study and teaching (Elementary)
Abstract: "Workbook for Far Away People"
"This workbook is for use in classes making their first study of children in other lands. Although it is prepared to go with the book, Far Away People, it may be used equally well with any other text that covers the same general social studies content." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 22).

Series: Adventures in science ; bk. 2
Physical description: Softcover with illustration; 100 p. ill. ; 18 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1941 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll.500 .A38 1941)
AMICUS lists copies available at Library and Archives Canada (NL Stacks Q163 H68 1950) and University of Calgary.
School subject and grade level: Science -- Grade 2
Listed as: Reference book

**Physical description:** Hardcover (green cloth with red lettering and illustration on cover); vii, 148 p.: ill., maps, music; 21 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1947 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. Fic. W41 Pa 1947); 1 copy in poor condition mended, lacks maps on endpapers

AMICUS lists additional copies of the School Aids edition at University of Calgary, Dalhousie, University of Alberta, UBC, University of Manitoba, Lakehead University, University of Regina, McGill University Rare Books, Brandon University, York University, University of Victoria, and Library and Archives Canada. OCLC lists additional copies of the Nelson edition at many American universities.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies and English -- Grades: 5-7

**Listed as:** Reference book and supplementary reading

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Painted arrows* authorized 1942-1943, 1945-1966


**Subject headings:** Fur traders -- Saskatchewan -- Juvenile fiction

Fur traders -- Manitoba -- Juvenile fiction

Fur trade -- Prairie Provinces -- Juvenile fiction

Indians of North America -- Saskatchewan -- Juvenile fiction

Indians of North America -- Manitoba -- Juvenile fiction

Boys -- Saskatchewan -- Juvenile fiction

Boys -- Manitoba -- Juvenile fiction

Historical fiction, Canadian

Adventure stories, Canadian

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: A short novel about a boy's adventures riding with his father, a buffalo hunter and trader, through Indian territory in what is now southern Saskatchewan and Manitoba during the summer of 1840. Paul Savard could well be a fictionalized young Norbert Welsh, the author's neighbor whose story she recorded in *The last buffalo hunter*. Thirteen-year-old Paul has an unforgettable adventure with his horse Flash, being captured and escaping several times from Blackfoot Indians and from an unscrupulous trader, surviving alone for weeks by using his skills learned from Cree and Assiniboine Indian friends (Dying Loon, Chief Arrow-maker), and from his own father. Ages 11 and up.

First published: New York: T. Nelson, c1941

Includes song "The masterpiece," with music (p. 50)

Also published: New York: Nelson, 1941. Cf. Peel, B. Prairie provinces 6469

**Publisher's description:** "This is the story of Paul Savard, a boy who wanted to be a buffalo hunter. It is a fast-moving story from beginning to end. Paul is captured by an Indian and is held prisoner in the Blackfoot camp. He manages to make his escape on his fleet-footed mare, Flash, only to fall into the hands of Peter Jerome, a buffalo hunter, who recognizes the value of the mare. Paul gets away from Jerome's brigade but is prevented from reaching home when Flash breaks her leg. Paul hides the mare and himself until Flash can run again. Finally he meets with his father and his young friend, Dying Loon." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 17)
**Physical description:** Hardcover (blue cloth with orange lettering); 78 p. : ill. ; 31 cm.  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1949 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll.745.54 D67 1949)  
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, UBC, British Columbia Legislative Library, University of Regina, and Library and Archives Canada.  
OCLC lists additional copies at University of Pittsburgh, and Brock University.  
**School subject and grade level:** Art -- Grades 1-6  
**Listed as:** Teacher's reference; Reference book -- 1950-51, 1960-61  
**Source notes:** Authorized 1948-49, 1960-61  
**Sources:** 1948 Art bulletin Number 1: A programme of Creative Art for the Elementary Schools  
1950 Circular relative to textbooks for elementary and high schools.  
**Subject headings:** Paper toy making -- Juvenile literature; Paper sculpture.  
**Publisher's description:** "This book fills a need in all types of schools for toy-making projects and paper puppets. It is complete with full-scale patterns and exact instructions. This book will be welcomed by the busy teacher. The work has been carefully arranged to provide activities for all grades, and will be found valuable in connection with social study units and also for activities for special days such as Hallowe'en, Easter, Christmas, Valentine's, and St. Patrick's.  
This book is bound in hardboard cloth cover." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue. p. 42)

Toombs, M. P. (Morley Preston), 1898-. **Peoples of other times.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co.  
**Series:** Social studies series  
**Other titles in series:** The Americas; Our empire; This is Canada; Peoples of other times; Far away people; Lure of the West.  
**Physical description:** Softcover; 183 p. ; 19 cm.  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 uncatalogued copies.  
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.  
**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 3-4  
**Listed as:** Reference book  
**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Peoples of other times authorized 1943-1951  
**Source(s):** 1943-1944, 1948-1950 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars  
**Peoples of other times** permissively authorized 1950-1951  
**Source(s):** 1950 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars  
**Publisher's description:** "CONTENTS--Indians of Stone Age.  
Discovery of Metals.  
Discovery of Fire.  
Ice Age.  
Cave Men.  
Tools and Weapons.  
Swiss Lake Dwellers.  
"A" Course (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 21)

**Physical description**: Softcover (red with black illustration and lettering); 198 p. : ill. (1 col.) ; 19 cm.


AMICUS lists additional copies available at University of Calgary, University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level**: Grades 3-4 Social Studies

**Authorized as**: Reference book

**Source notes**: Authorization notes: *Perky in Ever Ever Land* authorized 1956-1974

Source(s): 1956-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings**: Travel -- Juvenile fiction
Time travel -- Juvenile fiction
Voyages, Imaginary -- Juvenile fiction
Readers -- Geography
Readers (Elementary)

**Abstract**: U of S Library catalogue notes: Illustrated endpapers on hardbound copy; copy 2 is paperbound. Time, a mysterious little man, takes Betty, Bob and Perky the elf on imaginary journeys to real places, some wooded, some hot and wet, others hot and dry, including the Congo and the Arabian desert.

"Remember Perky? With Betty and Bob, Perky Rides Again, this time in Ever, Ever Land where everything changes. Oh, yes, and with him he has a quaint little gentleman with long white beard, big head and small feet. "Time" is the gentleman's name and without him, as Betty says, they could not travel at all. This book is a reader for Grades III and IV to supplement the text, "Long Ago and Far Away." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p.15)


**Physical description**: Softcover; 172 p. : ill. (1 col.) ; 19 cm.

**Availability**: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1954 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. Fic. M1654 Per 1953)

AMICUS lists additional copies available at University of Calgary, University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada

**School subject and grade level**: Social Studies -- Grades 3-4

**Authorized as**: Reference book

**Source notes**: Authorization notes: *Perky rides* authorized 1956-1974

Source(s): 1956-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings**: Travel -- Juvenile fiction
Time travel -- Juvenile fiction
Voyages, Imaginary -- Juvenile fiction
Readers -- Geography
Readers (Primary)

**Abstract**: U of S Library catalogue notes: Betty, Bob, and Perky the elf go on imaginary journeys to real
places, some in the air, some in the water, some hot and some cold; places include Norway, Japan and Baffin Island.) Ages: 7 to 10.

Publisher's description: "A social studies reader for grades 3 and 4."

"Want to go adventuring? Then come along with us! "Perky Rides" is a reader for children in Grades 3 and 4.

Perky pilots a plane or rows a boat and will take you adventuring to Eskimo Land, Norway, Switzerland, China, Japan, and India. At home the clock turns backwards and you walk with Indians and pioneers on the great empty prairie.

At last you're home with Betty to be among the daisies and dream of all the lovely places and the people you have seen. This little book makes good reading for boys and girls of this age group as well as supplementing the work covered by "Friends Far and Near."  (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 15)


Physical description: Hardcover (yellow cover with illustration); [41] p. : col. ill. ; 25 cm.


AMICUS lists additional copies available at University of Alberta, Windsor Public Library, and Library and Archives Canada.

School subject and grade level: English -- Junior grades

Authorized as: Additional reference reading


Subject headings: Stories in rhyme
Insects -- Juvenile fiction
Size -- Juvenile fiction
Dreams -- Juvenile fiction


An original Canadian story for children by radio dramatist and short story writer, Ray Darby, in which Peter Smith learns lots about the lives of bugs when the bugs "magnify him small" like the ants, ladybugs and spiders and take him on a tour of Bugville.


Physical description: Hardcover (red cover with yellow lettering and illustration); [39] p. : col. ill. ; 24 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 uncatalogued copies

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Calgary, Windsor Public Library, and Library and Archives Canada

OCLC lists additional copy at Toronto Public Library

School subject and grade level: English -- Junior grades

Authorized as: Reference book
Source notes: Authorization notes: *Peter Smith and the sky people* authorized 1946-1951
Source(s): 1946-1950 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Subject headings: Stories in rhyme; Children's poetry; Weather—Poetry


Physical description: 250 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.
Availability: AMICUS lists copies available at Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec, and Library and Archives Canada.

Listed as: Optional supplemental reading
Source notes: Authorization notes: *Peuples lointains* authorized 1950

Publisher's description: "Recommended for use as supplementary reading social studies in French Schools and as supplementary reading for French classes in Collegiates, High Schools and Colleges. Translated by Louis Charbonneau into simple direct language. The stories are interesting and informative, the people are described in their homes, their occupations and mode of travel." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 20)


Physical description: Softcover; v. : ill. ; 28 cm.
1961 edition is revised

School subject and grade level: Physics -- Grade 11
Source(s): 1960-1967 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

Subject headings:
Physics -- Laboratory manuals

Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: Cover title
Grade XI (21 experiments) -- grade XII (26 experiments)
"Follows the prescribed course for physics in the high schools of Saskatchewan... intended to serve as a guide for students while performing the experiments in the laboratory".

Availability: Need
School subject and grade level: English -- Grades 1-6
Authorized as: Additional reference reading
Source notes: Authorization notes: *Pictures and phonics in stories and tonics* authorized 1949-1974
Source(s): 1949-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.


Publisher's description: "... to supplement your present word-attack programme in reading.
... to lead your pupils to reading independence through a planned and tried programme of phonetic
analysis.
... to give your pupils more oral and written practice exercises in phonetic analysis and word attack."
(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 32)


Physical description: Softcover; 160 p.: ill., music; 23 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1950 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 792.0226 H29 1950)
AMICUS lists additional copies available at University of Calgary, Simon Fraser, University of Manitoba, University of Windsor, and Library and Archives Canada.
OCLC lists an additional copy at the University of Washington.

School subject and grade level: English -- Grades 1-6

Listed as: Reference book


Source(s): 1950-1964 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

Subject headings: Children's theater
Children's plays, Canadian

Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: Correlation of the projects -- Virginia's Christmas -- Colleen's fairy glen -- Little Black Sambo -- Peter Pan -- The shoemaker and the elves -- Little Red Riding Hood -- Hiawatha -- Fairies in the garden -- Why the chimes rang -- Hansel and Gretel -- The bunny rabbit and the brass band -- Fairy Dimple Cheeks' picnic

English language drama reference authorized for use in Saskatchewan schools, 1950-1961 (1950 Circular relative to textbooks for elementary and high schools).

Publisher's description: "These plays were written for children of all ages from Grades I to VI, and take in every child in the room whether talented or not, giving the slow children a chance for self-expression, and by acting, speaking and singing in the company of others, help overcome those feelings of inferiority from which so many of the slower children suffer." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 38)

Lamont, Laura A. **Posters and decorations for classroom use**. Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1940.

Physical description: 20 leaves (looseleaf) in folder

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of poster set (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 745.4 P67 1940)

Source notes: Authorization notes: *Posters and decorations for classroom use* not authorized.

Subject headings: Holidays -- Pictorial works
Decoration and ornament -- Themes, motives
Posters

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Cover title
In folder, 31 cm. Reproduced from The Modern Instructor: a magazine for progressive teachers
Includes posters, window decorations, cut-outs, designs and patterns for flowers, fruit, bird, landscapes, children of other lands, designs and directions for linoleum block printing, citizenship poster and a Canadian history poster. Also includes special posters for Thanksgiving, Remembrance Day, Christmas, Eskimos, Valentine’s Day, Easter, and Arbor Day. Full instructions for constructing and coloring printed inside front and back covers.

**Publisher's description:** "Attractive! Useful! Twenty-four full-page (9” x 12”) POSTERS and one page of DESIGNS for Hallowe'en, Christmas, Easter, and other seasons. Each poster is printed on a separate page, together with complete instructions...You will find these posters useful indeed, not only for seatwork activities but for windows and classroom decorations as well. (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p.42)


**Physical description:** Softcover; 40 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1948 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 581.9712 M67 1948)
AMICUS lists additional copies available at Saskatchewan Provincial Library (microform), University of Alberta, British Columbia Legislative Library, McMaster, Hamilton Public Library, Saskatchewan Legislative Library, and Library and Archives Canada.
OCLC lists an additional copy at Brown University.

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Prairie lily* authorized 1949-1972
Source(s): 1949-1971 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Botany -- Saskatchewan

**Publisher's description:** "Conservation of the prairie lily is stressed in this new book which gives information on this flower which has been chosen to be Saskatchewan's floral emblem. The book is well illustrated and contains a quiz, a primary reading lesson, poems, stories, and other material to be used in developing a unit on lily conservation." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 12)


**Physical description:** Hardcover (tan card covers); 83 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1936 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 970.41 S28 1936)
AMICUS lists additional copies available at University of Alberta, British Columbia Archives, University of Manitoba, Saskatchewan Legislative Library, Queen's University, and Library and Archives Canada.
OCLC lists an additional copy at the University of Minnesota.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 3-6

**Listed as:** Teacher's reference and resource for the school library

**Source notes:** *Prairie pioneers* authorized 1936-1940
Source(s): 1936-1940 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Subject headings: Indians of North America -- Canada -- Juvenile literature
Frontier and pioneer life -- Prairie Provinces -- Juvenile literature
Pioneers -- Northwest, Canadian -- Juvenile literature

Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: See also: Indians of Canada and prairie pioneers
"Things to do" at the end of each section
About Indians -- White men visit the Indians -- Real pioneers.

Publisher's description: "The story, "Indians of Canada", covers the chief tribes of the Dominion. It is taken from Dominion government records and from the writings of men who actually lived and worked among these interesting peoples. It tells of the home life and legends, of the work and play, and of the struggles of fourteen different tribes. It will interest both teacher and pupil. Illustrated with over sixty pictures and drawings.

Of special interest is the section on totem poles carved by the Indians of British Columbia.

Authentic Material--Mr. Scarrow came to the prairies in 1887, and saw much of the life described. From the wealth of material he has collected during his years of teaching and inspecting in Saskatchewan, Mr. Scarrow, with the help of Miss Gibson, has written this excellent books, "Prairie Pioneers and Indians of Canada." It is well illustrated with actual photographs, and contains stories about Indians, early white traders and explorers, and tales of the pioneers. Much of the material was compiled with the help of people who actually took part in or remembered the various historical events that are reported. It even contains an actual letter from an old Metis hunter.

Adapted to Grades III, IV, V, and VI--The material in this book is particularly useful for teaching Grades III, IV, V, and VI Social Studies as outlined in the Saskatchewan curriculum.

Many Suggested Activities--Over one hundred suggested "Things to Do" that children will actually enjoy doing, make this a valuable addition to any teacher's library." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 17)


Physical description: Softcover; 47 p. illus., port. 23 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy
AMICUS lists additional copies at Queen's, Dalhousie, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism, Library of Parliament, Toronto Public Library, Saskatchewan Legislative Library, University of Calgary, University of Alberta, University of Manitoba, and Library and Archives Canada.
OCLC lists an additional copy at Yale University Library.

School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 7-8 (1960-1961 "B"
course) Social Studies -- Grades 9-12 (1957-1960)

Listed as: Reference text

Source notes: Authorization notes: *Precedent to precedent* authorized 1956-1963
Source(s): 1956-1962 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

Subject headings: Civil rights--Canada
Civil rights--Great Britain
Canada--Constitutional history

Publisher's description: "The Development of Civil Rights Great Britain and Canada from Magna Charta to The Statute of Westminster." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 37)
Parker, Jessie C. **Primary methods.** Regina: School Aids Publishing Co., 1934; 1942.

**Physical description:** 140 , [10] leaves (1934)

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1934 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 371.3 P37 1934); 1 copy of 1942 (Revised and improved) edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 371.3 P37 1942); 2 copies of 1951 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 371.3 P37 1951)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, University of Alberta, Brandon University, OISE, and Library and Archives Canada.

OCLC lists an additional copy at the University of Chicago.

**School subject and grade level:** General teachers' resource for Grades 1-2

**Listed as:** Teacher's reference

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Primary methods* authorized 1936-1940
Source(s): 1936-1939 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars
Authorization notes: *Primary methods* authorized 1943-1946
Source(s): 1943-1945 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Education, Primary -- Canada
Education, Primary -- Activity programs
Creative activities and seat work

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Last leaves contain reprints of patterns for classroom use.

**Publisher's description:** "...This is a book to help Primary teachers in all the subjects mentioned in the curriculum. There are games for language, number work, reading, and physical education. Plans for beginning reading, writing, and spelling are given, as well as many ideas for developing the number sense. A section of the book is devoted to seatwork exercises. There are outlines for the study of children of other lands. Patterns for making posters and sand table projects of these countries are included, as well as for Christmas handwork.

Suggestions are given for Music Appreciation as well as for rote and sight singing. Health, Citizenship, and Nature Science articles have many practical suggestions. Methods are given for teaching much of the curriculum work in the Art Section for Primary Grades. (From the 1943-44 School Aids catalogue, p. 21)"


**Physical description:** Softcover; 64 p.

**Availability:** AMICUS lists a copy available at the University of Calgary.

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Primary grades

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Primary printing practice book* authorized 1963-1974

Source(s): 1963-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Physical description:** Softcover (stapled card covers); 184 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1930 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 371.3 P39 1930)

AMICUS lists additional copies (1942) at Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 1-2

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Primary projects authorized 1942-1943. Source(s): 1942 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circular.

**Subject headings:** Creative activities and seat work

Active learning -- Canada

Education, Primary -- Canada

Education, Primary -- Activity programs -- Handbooks, manuals, etc

Interdisciplinary approach in education

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Stamp on c. 2 indicates it was received in 1936

A "primary grades activity programme"--Cover.

**Publisher's description:** "This book has been prepared to assist the teacher in carrying out a real activity programme in the primary grades. The author is a successful teacher of primary grades. The projects are interesting and instructive, with clear and concise directions for carrying them out.

...Each unit has been fully outlined with many suggestions of things to do--patterns, drawings, and photographs of actual enterprises that have been used successfully by the author. There are reproductions of drawings actually done by children in the primary grades, together with a number of photographs of children in different costumes relating to the various units...The book is well printed on good paper and profusely illustrated, and every teacher will find it extremely useful." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue. p. 21)


**Physical description:** Hardcover (green illustrated cloth); 204 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1952 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. Fic. M1654 Pr 1952); University of Saskatchewan Library, Special Collections (Shortt) 1 copy of 1952 edition (PZ9 .M16P9 1952) (1 Education Library copy is in poor condition)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, Glenbow Museum, University of Alberta, Saskatoon Public Library, UBC, University of Victoria, University of Manitoba, McGill, University of Regina, and Library and Archives Canada.

OCLC lists additional copies at Toronto Public Library, and the University of Texas.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 5-7

**Listed as:** Reference book; Supplementary reading

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Prince of the plains authorized 1952-1972

Source(s): 1952-1971 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Frontier and pioneer life -- Saskatchewan -- Juvenile fiction

Regina (Sask.) -- History -- Juvenile fiction

Canada, Western -- History -- Juvenile fiction
Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: Illustrations by Sheena Menzies
"The story of the Currie family who came to Pile of Bones in 1882," focusing on the adventures of thirteen-year-old Mort. English literature supplementary reading for grades 5-6 (1960-61 "A" course), and for grade 7. Other notes: Peel 1080

Publisher's description: "This is a delightful story of a thirteen-year-old boy, and his horse, Prince, in the days when the foundations of Saskatchewan were being laid.

There is a wealth of historical detail, but so skillfully is it interwoven into the fabric of the story that it never impedes the easy, natural flow of the narrative.

The style is simple and there is plenty of action -- a run-away, a prairie fire, the first Regina fair, a blizzard an scouting adventure during the Saskatchewan Rebellion.

Young Mort is a real boy and the young reader, for whom this book is written, will feel an immediate kinship with him and his Indian chum, Little Bear.

Adult readers will appreciate this book for its warm, friendly atmosphere, its beautiful descriptions of the prairie, its intimate picture of farm life and its original approach to the problems of the pioneer." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue)


Physical description: 102 p. : ill., music ; 22 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1937 edition c. 1933 (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.87 P43 1937)
AMICUS lists additional copies at the University of Regina, and Library and Archives Canada
OCLC lists an additional copy at the University of North Carolina
Listed as: Resource for the school library
Source notes: Authorization notes: Public school music teaching authorized 1933-1934, 1936-1940

Source(s): 1933-1934, 1936-1939 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Subject headings: School music -- Instruction and study

Music appreciation
Publisher's description: "When music is properly taught, no other subject gives greater returns in pleasure to both pupil and teacher. Miss Pears' intensive study of music and her wide experience as a teacher have enabled her to prepare, in "Public School Music Teaching", a book of real value to both experienced and inexperienced teachers.

The text is a teachers' manual and guide. Many practical suggestions are contained therein. The use of this book will do a great deal to make your efforts in the teaching of music more effective and enjoyable." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 25)


Physical description: 52 p. : ill., port. ; 23 cm.
Availability: AMICUS lists copies available at Queen's University, and Library and Archives Canada. OCLC lists additional copies at Indiana University, Michigan State University, Ohio State, University of Virginia, and University of Washington.
School subject and grade level: General reference book for Grade 12
Listed as: Reference book
Radio in Canadian schools authorized 1949-1955

Source(s): 1949-1954 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

Publisher's description: "Are You Getting the Most From School Broadcasts?"

The educational broadcasts of the Provincial Department of Education, and the C.B.C. have much to offer to the progressive teacher. Like any other subject, however, they require careful preparation before the broadcast, and adequate follow-up afterwards." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 36)


Availability: Library and Archives Canada (in process)

School subject and grade level: Handwriting -- Junior grades

Listed as: Reference book

Source notes: Authorization notes: Remedial arm movement writing authorized 1956-1974

Source(s): 1956-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars

Subject headings: Handwriting

Abstract: "By J. R. Gagne, B.A., B. Paed. Formerly instructor in the Saskatchewan Teachers College at Saskatoon and Moose Jaw" (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 62)

See also: The overwriting method of remedial arm movement writing


Series: Science resource books ; no.102

Physical description: Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1946 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 599.323 H85 1946)

AMICUS lists additional copies available at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.

OCLC lists an additional copy at Minot State University.

School subject and grade level: Science -- Elementary grades

Listed as: Reference book


Source(s): 1961-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

Messer, Margaret. Round the year with nature. Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co.

Availability: Need

Source notes: Authorization notes: Round the year with nature not authorized.

Publisher's description: "The sixteen reproductions in this folder are adapted to many phases of classroom decoration. As blackboard designs, poster themes, or window transparencies, they offer numerous possibilities for combination of design...These Nature motifs may be used for the Junior Science lesson, or they may be hectographed or traced for use by pupils." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 43)
Bevan, R. T., 1894-. **Rural school music course: designed for singing and pipe playing (teachers' handbook)**. Regina: School Aids Publishing Co., 1940.

**Physical description:** Softcover; 55 p. : music ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1940 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 780.71 B48 1940)

**Source notes:** *Rural school music course: designed for singing and pipe playing (teachers' handbook)* not authorized.

**Subject headings:** Music--Instruction and study
Music theory--Elementary works
Music--Handbooks, manuals, etc

**Publisher's description:** "This book is offered to teachers who are not specialists in music teaching. If the course of lessons is followed consistently it will serve to provide the student with a sure foundation upon which he may build his musical education. The lessons are arranged in such a manner that they can be used as material for pipe playing and singing..." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 25)


**Physical description:** Hardcover (brown cloth with gold lettering); 285 p. illus.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1963 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 971.24 K56 1963)

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Saskatchewan monuments* authorized 1964-1974

**Source(s):** 1964-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Historical markers--Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan—History

**Abstract:** Not listed in Peel.


**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1945 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 599.323 H85 1946) (This copy is in poor condition)

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *The school beautiful* authorized 1945-1946.

**Source(s):** 1945 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circular.

**Subject headings:** School decoration
Elementary school buildings -- Maintenance and repair
Abstract: "In compiling this very attractive book, Miss Harpley has kept in mind the need for economy and suggests nothing not within the financial resources of every school. Decorative schemes for different seasons and grade levels, picture and flower arrangements, and color schemes, borders and designs for blackboards, windows, etc., are among the many topics with which the book deals." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 45)


**Series:** Science resource books : series includes; Animals of woods and plains, The rodent family, Birds of prey, Winter birds, Swimming and diving birds, Blackbirds, Thrushes, Flycatchers, Shore birds, Sparrows, warblers, swallows, Butterflies and moths, Insect parade, Spring wild flowers, Summer and fall wild flowers, Trees, Amphibians and reptiles, Sky studies

**Availability:** See individual records for availability and condition

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades


Source(s): 1961-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

---

Lower, J. Arthur, 1907-. **Search for security.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 1-3

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Search for security* not authorized.

**Publisher's description:** "An account of world events between the two World Wars, beginning with the Paris Peace Conference of 1919 and summarizing such details as the Invasion of Manchuria, the Spanish Civil War, the rise of Italy, and the rise of Nazi Germany. Concludes with a summary of the United Nations and a comparison of that body with the League of Nations." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 62)

---


**Series:** New series of science booklets

**Physical description:** Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *New series of science books* authorized 1950-1961


Hunt, T. W. (Thomas Wilfrid), 1895-, and Andrews, H. C. (Harold Clarence), 1895-.
Series: Science resource books
Physical description: Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.
School subject and grade level: Science -- Elementary grades
Listed as: Reference book

Physical description: Hardcover; 156 p. : ill., maps ; 19 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of the 1938 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 513 C66 1938 )
School subject and grade level: Mathematics -- Grade 9
Listed as: Teacher's reference
Source notes: Social arithmetic authorized 1938-1940 Source(s): 1938-1939 and 1939-1940 High school curriculum and regulations.
Subject headings: Arithmetic -- Problems, exercises, etc
Social sciences -- Problems, exercises, etc
Canada -- Politics and government -- 20th century
Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: Includes appendices with information and statistics needed to work the problems. Information about the governments, institutions, and industries of Canada, emphasizing that services to the people require expenditures which must be met by revenues. Includes arithmetic exercises using figures relating to the operations of public and private enterprise derived from The Canada year book, The Saskatchewan brief to the Rowell Commission and financial statements of municipalities.

Physical description: Hardcover; 240 p. : ill., map ; 19 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1940 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 510 C66 1940); University of Saskatchewan Library, Main Library: 1 copy of 1952 edition (QA39 .C77) AMICUS lists an additional copy at Library and Archives Canada.
School subject and grade level: Mathematics -- Grade 9
Authorized as: Teacher's reference; Alternative Text--1942-1943
Subject headings: Mathematics -- Problems, exercises, etc
Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: "Authorized by the Department of education for use in the
schools of Saskatchewan."
Inductive approach to mathematics is divided into 2 parts: Fundamentals of mathematics, covering arithmetic and algebraic processes, as well as geometry; Mathematics for citizenship, dealing with dominion, provincial and municipal government expenditure and revenue and practical matters such as banking, transportation, merchandising, agriculture, etc..

**Publisher's description:** "Based on Sound Psychological Principles--Psychological investigation in the field of mathematics has yielded much useful information concerning both subject matter and methods of instruction..." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 30)


**Series:** Science resource books

**Physical description:** Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Science resource book series authorized 1961-1974

Source(s): 1961-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

---


**Physical description:** v. : ill. ; 21 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1952 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 S62 1952)

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grades 2-3

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Speaking and writing our language. Book 2 authorized 1956-1974

Source(s): 1956-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** English language -- Grammar -- Juvenile literature

English language -- Problems, exercises, etc. -- Juvenile literature

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Bk.3 [for grade 3], by Morag K.L. Harpley -- Bk.4, by Gertrude E. Staples -- Bk.5, by Sybil F. Shack -- Bk.6, by Myrtle R. Conway and Sybil F. Shack -- Bk.7, by T.C. White, Eva McColeman and Janette McLaren.

**Publisher's description:** "...The topics of study have been developed for primary children with little or no special training in English. The lessons progress as follows--alphabet, words, sentences, sentences on one topic, stories, and very simple letters all a the Grade 2 level." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 25)

"In preparing this text in English, two problems were kept in mind by the author. The first was to develop a text that would provide adequate material for teaching and learning. The second problem was to make the text appealing to children at this grade level. Both of these features have been combined in this book." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 26)

"This book for Grade 4 English is planned and organized into eight major areas plus a review unit. The eight units have been chosen as the major topics of study at this grade level and the various aspects of language have been integrated in each unit." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 26)

"This book for Grade 5 English is planned and organized into eight major areas plus a review unit. The
following eight units have been chosen as the major topics of study at this grade level and the various aspects of language have been integrated in each unit:

1. The Sentence.  
2. The Letter.  
3. Conversation.  
4. The Paragraph.  
5. Enjoying Poetry.  
7. Making a Report on an Activity  
8. Telling a Longer Story.

Care has been exercised to keep the material at the interest level for Grade 5 and to use an appropriate vocabulary. A deliberate attempt has been made to provide exercises and situations that are applicable to both rural and urban schools." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 27)

"This book for Grade 6 English is planned and organized into eight major areas plus a review unit. The eight units have been chosen as the major topics of study at this grade level and the various aspects of language have been integrated in each unit.

Care has been exercised to keep the materials at the interest level for Grade 6 and to use an appropriate vocabulary. A deliberate attempt has been made to provide exercises and situation that are applicable to both rural and urban schools." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 27)

"Many attempts have been made during the past twenty years to devise an English Text which would integrate the story of Language structure--grammar, and the study of Creative writing--composition. Most of these attempts have failed. The fact is that the study of language structure and the study of creative language arts, although related, are two separate studies. Their relationship and their integration must be established by the teacher both by incidental and more deliberate means. In Grade VII "Speaking and Writing Our Language" this has been done. The year's work has been divided into eight units corresponding to eight natural areas of language expression in the lives of the pupils...

A feature of this book which stands out in contrast with other contemporary English texts is the emphasis upon creative exercises as opposed to the mechanical blank-filling type. We believe that by doing this, the pupil will acquire a real skill in the use of the English language." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 28)

McCutchen, Ethel A. M. **Speech training**. Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co.

**Availability:** Need

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: **Speech training** authorized 1952-1965

Source(s): 1952-1964 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

**Publisher's description:** "The suggested instruction and drill exercises have been given to children of all ages individually and in the class. It is hoped that all who use this Guide will find its suggestions helpful." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 29).

---


**Series:** The holiday fun series

**Physical description:** Softcover; 23 p. : ill. ; 31 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies (1945?)

(Ed Lib-Historical Coll. 745.59 D67)

AMICUS lists an additional copy at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)

**School subject and grade level:** Art – Grades 1-6

**Listed as:** Teacher's reference
**Subject headings:** Valentine decorations -- Juvenile literature  
St. Patrick decorations -- Juvenile literature  
Easter decorations -- Juvenile literature  
**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: The Spring Book--Things to Make  
**Series:** Science resource books  
**Physical description:** Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 582.13 H85 1950)  
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Manitoba, Saskatchewan Legislative Library, and Library and Archives Canada  
**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades  
**Listed as:** Reference book  
Source(s): 1961-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.  
**Subject headings:** Wild flowers  

**Physical description:** Hardcover (blue cloth with black lettering);160 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.  
**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 970.41 O.73 1942)  
Main Library, University of Saskatchewan: 3 copies (Main Lib-4th Flr E98 .I.4.O; 1 copy Shortt Collection)  
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, University of Guelph, University of Ottawa, University of Toronto, University of Regina, University of Manitoba, Alberta Legislature Library, Saskatchewan Provincial Library, Saskatchewan Legislative Library, Vancouver Public Library, Greater Victoria Public Library, British Columbia Legislative Library, Brandon University, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism, Queen's, Toronto Public Library, Royal Ontario Museum, Canadian Museum of Civilization, and Library and Archives Canada.  
OCLC lists additional copies at University of Alaska, California Polytechnic State University, San Francisco Public Library, Stanford University Library, Library of Congress, Smithsonian Institute, American Museum of Natural History, Highline Community College Library, Wisconsin Historical Society, University of Wyoming Library, and the British Museum - Department of Ethnography.  
**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies – Grades 5-8  
**Listed as:** Teacher's reference; Reference for Grade 12 from 1944-1945  
**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Stone age on the prairies* authorized 1944-1945  
Source(s): 1944 and 1945 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars
1944 High school curriculum and regulations
Misc. note(s): *1945 circular cites that all material in the 1944 High school curriculum and regulations remains in effect unless otherwise noted.

**Subject headings:** Indians of North America -- Implements
Prairie Provinces -- Antiquities

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Historical textbook collection copy inscribed and signed by the author, first president of the Saskatchewan Archaeological Society, whose obituary is tipped into book inside back cover. Includes bibliographical references (p.156) and index.

Other notes: Not listed in Peel.

**Publisher's description:** "The Stone Age on the Prairies" will fill a long-felt want. For years teachers and pupils have been inquiring for a book about the pre-history of Saskatchewan and the prairies generally, but up to the present no such book has been published.

The present book has been written by the well-known authority, W. J. Orchard, who for over forty years has been studying and collecting relics of the stone age in the west.

It contains seventy pages of beautiful photographic illustrations depicting over three hundred specimens, none of which has ever before appeared in any work on the subject. Though thoroughly authentic and scientific as a book of reference for teachers, it is quite readable by young people.

Teachers and collectors will find this book most useful and informative in studying prehistoric specimens of stone, implements, arrow heads, etc." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 17)

---

Harpley, Morag K. L. (Kathrina Lorimer), 1896-. **Stories and poems for speech training.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1944.

**Physical description:** Flexible cloth binding; 117 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.622 H37 1944)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Grades 1-6

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: **Stories and poems for speech training** authorized 1945-1974. Source(s): 1945-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of

---

Education circulars.

**Subject headings:** Speech -- Study and teaching (Elementary)
English language -- Phonetics -- Study and teaching (Elementary)
Choral speaking
Speech therapy for children -- Exercises

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Anthology for teachers to use as speech exercises which emphasize specific sounds, articulation and enunciation to be practiced by children in oral recitation and choral readings. Invaluable for remedial speech work and teaching non-English speaking children.

**Publisher's description:** "Here is a book which teachers will welcome, for it outlines interesting, well-organized lesson material for the speech training activities of the classroom. Because speech training is being emphasized by educationists, this book will be welcomed by language teachers." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 29)

**Physical description:** 37 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** Received through ILL

AMICUS lists copies available at University of Western Ontario, Brock, and Library and Archives Canada.

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *Story of linear measures* not authorized.

**Publisher's description:** "This is an illustrated unit reader in Social Studies designed to show the relationship between an important phase of mathematics and the growth of civilization. It traces the development, organization, and use of the common measures of length.

Man Learns to Measure; The Historical Origins of the Common Units of Measure; How Man Standardized the Units of Measure; The Metric System; The Measurement of Land; Various Instruments Used in Measurements." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 50)

---


**Series:** New series of science booklets

**Physical description:** Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy (purchased from out-of-print dealer)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, Saskatchewan Legislative Library, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades


**Series:** Science resource books

**Physical description:** Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** AMICUS lists copies available at University of Alberta, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades

**Listed as:** Reference book


Source(s): 1961-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

Macvicar, Nell, and Craig, Irene. **Tales and trails of Western Canada: stirring stories of personalities and episodes of the trailmaking days in Western Canada.** Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1947.

**Physical description:** Hardcover (red cloth with black lettering; 144, [3] p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 971.2 M33 1947)

Physical description: Softcover (illustrated, stiff cardboard cover); 47 p. : col. ill. ; 23 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies (1 copy Curriculum Collection; 1 copy in processing for Historical Textbook Collection)
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, University of Alberta, University of Toronto, Vancouver Public Library, Windsor Public Library, Newfoundland and Labrador Public Libraries, Nunavut Arctic College, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, University of Regina, Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec, Library and Archives Canada, and a Braille copy at Canadian National Institute for the Blind.
OCLC lists additional copies at University of Alaska, and University of Washington

Source notes: Authorization notes: Tales the Eskimos tell not authorized.

Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: "These are authentic Eskimo stories selected from Memoir 91, Anthropological series 14, The Labrador Eskimo, by E.W. Hawkes. They have been retold to make them suitable for use as supplementary reading material in school."--T.p. verso.
Eleven authentic Eskimo tales.

Publisher's description: "Eleven short stories about the Tales of the Eskimos. Because of the childlike nature of these peoples, these stories are particularly suitable for children. Retold from original documents in the Archives at Ottawa. Many color illustrations." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue -- inside back cover)

**Physical description:** Softcover; 33 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, and Library and Archives Canada

**School subject and grade level:** Language Arts -- Grades 1-6

**Listed as:** Teacher’s reference


---


**Physical description:** Hardcover; 277 p., [1] col. plate : ill., maps (3 fold.), ports. ; 22 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies 1954 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 971.24 H36 1954); 1 copy 1948 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 971.24 H36 1948)

Main Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies (Main Lib-4th Flr FC3242.H22T4 1954); Thomas More Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy (1955 printing)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Calgary, University of Alberta, Athabasca, UBC, University of Manitoba, Brandon, Brock, Wilfred Laurier, Queen’s, McGill, York, Université de Montréal, Memorial, University of Prince Edward Island, University of Toronto, Toronto Public Library, Ottawa Public Library, London Public Library, Library of Parliament, University of Regina, Saskatchewan Legislative Library, Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec, Parks Canada, Glenbow Museum, and Library and Archives Canada.

OCLC lists additional copies at Arizona State University, University of California at Berkeley, Michigan State University, St. Olaf College, University of Minnesota, Saint Louis Public Library, SUNY at Buffalo, Brigham Young University, University of Vermont, and Montana State University.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 5-6 ; Social Studies -- Grade 9

**Listed as:** Resource for the school library; Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: *These are the prairies* authorized 1955-1974


**Subject headings:** Hamilton, Marie Albina, b. 1878

Frontier and pioneer life -- Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan -- History

Saskatchewan -- Biography

Prairie Provinces -- History

Prairie Provinces -- Biography

Northwest, Canadian

Physical description: Softcover; 100 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 uncatalogued copy - gift from Judith Lambie, collection of F. J. Gathercole
AMICUS lists 1 copy at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)
School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 5-6
Listed as: Reference book
Source notes: Authorization notes: This global world authorized 1947-1962
Source(s): 1947-1961 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Misc. note(s): "For "A" course.
Publisher's description: "The concept of the world as one community requires new adjustments, new feelings and new knowledge. This Global World provides some of the information, the skills and appreciation that will help to give us this new understanding. This book is well illustrated, original and timely. LISTED FOR SCHOOLS IN SASKATCHEWAN AND MANITOBA. (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 18)

Physical description: Softcover; 312 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 19 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 971 T67 1942)
Main Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy (Main Lib-6th Flr H95 .T67T )
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, Bibliothèque de Montréal, Université Laval, Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec, and Library and Archives Canada.
School subject and grade level: Social Studies -- Grades 5-6
Listed as: General library book; Reference book
Source notes: Authorization notes: This is Canada: history, geography, and citizenship correlated authorized 1942-1965
Source(s): 1943-1964 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Subject headings: Canada
Social sciences -- Textbooks
Abstract: U of S Library catalogue notes: "Based on the elementary school curriculum for Saskatchewan, Grades V and VI "A" and "B" courses".
Publisher's description: (Contents listed in the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 14)
Physical description: 11 p.; 21 cm.
Availability: Need
AMICUS lists 1 copy at Library and Archives Canada (no ILL)
Publisher's description: "SUITABLE FOR SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT ANY TIME OF THE YEAR
These plays are easy to produce and only schoolroom scenery is required. Two to five characters are needed, but more may be used. Time required, 30 minutes.
School Days; Adventure of a Book Agent; Hold-up. One book, three plays. (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 27)

Series: Fun with music
Physical description: 43 p.; ill., music; 12 x 17 cm
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 372.873 S73F6 1946)
AMICUS lists additional copy at UBC.
School subject and grade level: Music -- Grades 1-9
Source(s): 1953 and 1957 Elementary school curriculum guide I for language, social studies, music, and art. Misc. note(s) *Fun with the rhythm instruments of this same series contains the rhythm band accompaniments for the songs in the Tonette song book.
Subject headings: Tonette -- Instruction and study -- Juvenile
School songbooks -- Canada
School music -- Instruction and study -- Juvenile
Publisher's description: "Contains words and music for eighty songs and a number of instrumental selections. Many of them are arranged in parts. For singing and for playing from notes on tonette, song-flute, flutophone, melody flute, rhythm bells of any other melody instruments." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 35)

Physical description: Hardcover (orange cloth with blue lettering); 298 p.; ill.; 22 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy being processed for Educ Lib-Historical Coll.; 1 uncatalogued copy
AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, Queen's, Lakehead University, Brock, University of Windsor, Edmonton Public Library, Winnipeg Public
Weekes, Mary, b. 1885, and King, William Cornwallis, 1845-1940. **Trader King:** the thrilling story of forty years' service in the North-West Territories / related by one of the last of the old time wintering partners of the Hudson's Bay Company, as told to Mary Weekes. Regina: School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1949.

**Physical description:** Hardcover (orange cloth with black illustration of dog sled team); 184 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 uncatalogued copies

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Calgary, York, Carleton, Queen's, University of Toronto, University of Western Ontario, McGill University - Rare Books, Brock University, University of Victoria, University of Manitoba, University of Regina, and Library and Archives Canada. Microform copies available at University of Calgary, and Saskatchewan Provincial Library.

**School subject and grade level:** Social Studies -- Grades 5-6

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Trader King authorized 1947-1974


**Subject headings:** King, William Cornwallis, 1845-1940

Hudson's Bay Company

Northwest Territories--History

**Publisher's description:** "Trader King is a book by Mary Weekes in which she tells the story of Cornwallis W. King as he told it to her. Trader King, who was a fur-trader for the Hudson's Bay Company between the years of 1862-1903, spent much of his time in the Mackenzie River Basin. His account of his activities and adventures while trading in this region are interesting and entertaining. Trader King tells about his fur-trading activities among the Yellow Knives and other Indian tribes. He tells about establishing trading-posts and how he overcame many of the difficulties met with in carrying on the fur-trade. He describes the formation of the river brigades and shows how important they were in the life of the North. In includes stories of meetings with the leaders of such expedition (sic) as those in charge of Macound, Selwyn, Sir Sandford Fleming and others. Through his eyes we see the North peopled with persons who have contributed to its development. Mrs. Weekes has ably reported this story as told by Trader King. Many illustrations add interest to the text." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 18)

**Abstract:** Listed in Peel: 6374
Hunt, T. W. (Thomas Wilfrid), 1895-, and Andrews, H. C. (Harold Clarence), 1895-.


**Series:** Science resource books

**Physical description:** Softcover; 31 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.

**Availability:** AMICUS lists copies available at University of Alberta, University of British Columbia, Brock, Brandon University, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades

**Listed as:** Reference book


**Physical description:** Hardcover; [47] p. : ill. ; 24 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies being processed for Educ Lib-Historical Coll.

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Calgary, and Saskatchewan Provincial Library.

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Junior grades

**Authorized as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Tremendous adventure of the peace fairy authorized 1946-1951. Source(s): 1946-1950 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.


**Physical description:** Hardcover; vi, 366 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 513 B83 1953)

AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Regina, and Library and Archives Canada.

**School subject and grade level:** Mathematics -- Grades 9-10

**Listed as:** Reference book--1953-1955


**Subject headings:** Arithmetic -- Problems, exercises, etc
Mathematics -- Problems, exercises, etc

**Abstract:** U of S Library catalogue notes: Arithmetic/Mathematics textbook authorized for use in Grade 9 in Saskatchewan, 1953-1955, 1960-1964 (Saskatchewan Department of Education Circulars). Includes some practical business, farm and construction arithmetic and ends with arithmetical amusement.

**Publisher's description:** "Authorized Text for All Grade IX High School Students in Saskatchewan Studying Grade IX Arithmetic"
"Arithmetic is one of man's greatest intellectual achievements and can neither be omitted nor slighted as a component of a well-balanced curriculum for junior high school students. It is believed that a full understanding of its practical value with a detailed knowledge of its principles is an important part of the mental equipment for those who must live in today's world.

The course has also been prepared for young adults who may wish to strengthen their arithmetical knowledge, for students who plan to enter composite high schools, for those who wish to study technical subjects, and for those who do not expect to study mathematics beyond the Grade Ten level.

A glance through the table of contents will show that the course is comprehensive and so arranged that each part grows out of another, and that full advantage is taken of the fact that arithmetic is a made-made, logical, exact system of related and expanding ideas. When the student understands this the learning of arithmetic becomes meaningful.

The course is largely self-teaching and of such a nature that the student must do his own thinking and, therefore, his own learning. Just enough detailed explanation is given to make clear the meaning of all the important principles to be studied. The background knowledge of the average student is made use of and the value of integrating related ideas is kept in mind." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 53)


Physical description: Softcover; 31 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 513 B84 1953)
School subject and grade level: Mathematics -- Grade 9
Authorized as: Text; Reference book
Source(s): 1953-1965 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.
Publisher's description: *This answer book has been prepared for teachers and private students and contains the answers to the calculation exercises found at the end of each chapter of the text.

The authors of the text "Using High School Arithmetic" hope that the provision of an answer book will not be injurious to the process of learning arithmetic. Given answers are merely to provide a ready check on the accuracy of the work of the student, and are not intended as crutches for the mentally lazy. They can, when properly used, provide a certain incentive to the conscientious student.

To the learner of arithmetic an understanding of and an ability to use the mathematical principles studied is more important than the answer itself. It is for this reason that students are asked to give close attention to the mathematical reasoning by means of which they arrive at a conclusion, rather than seek the answer as an end in itself. There may even be some errors in the answers given here, and if you find them it will be a tribute to your ability as a student of arithmetic. (From the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 53)


School subject and grade level: English -- Grades 4-9
Authorized as: Text; Reference book
Source notes: Various publications of Vitalized English authorized 1935-1954
Source(s): 1935-1953 and Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars
1937 Regulations and courses of study for high schools
1938 and 1939 High school curriculum and regulations
*Publication date and edition not specified in all source(s)
Subject headings: Language and composition

Physical description: Softcover; 161 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies 1942 (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 V585 1942); 1 copy 1945 (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 V585 1945); 1 copy 1946 (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 V585 1946)

School subject and grade level: English -- Grade 5

Listed as: Teachers' resource and resource for the school library ; Reference book


Subject headings: English language -- Grammar

Publisher's description: "Teachers will welcome the announcement that the Vitalized English series now includes a text for Grade V. This is a completely new book, published for the first time in 1942...

Teachers in Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Ontario will find that the book contains a great deal of material for all topics suggested for language in these provinces, and teachers in all provinces will find an abundance of information written so that the child can read it with ease, and more practice exercises and language activities than the average class will require in a year." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 6)

"The format of this book conforms to that of the other volumes in the series. The contents include essentials of language instruction such as word usage, sentence building and paragraph construction. In addition there are topics on letter writing, speech training, introducing people, making a diary, picture study, writing picture sentences and descriptive paragraphs, making announcements, using the telephone, and broadcasting on the school radio." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 31)


Physical description: Softcover; 19 cm.; pagination varies

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies 1945 (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 V586 1945); 2 copies 1941 (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 V586 1941); 2 copies 1935 (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 V586 1935)

AMICUS lists an additional copy of the 1935 edition at the University of Manitoba, a copy of the 1934 edition at the University of Calgary, and a copy of the 1941 edition at the University of Alberta.

School subject and grade level: English -- Grade 6

Authorized as: Text


Publisher's description: "Oral and Written Language, containing Composition and Grammar for Grade VI. A new, thorough and interesting presentation of the course in Composition and Grammar. An excellent book for both teacher and pupil. Lessons are outlined and numerous exercises for seatwork are given for the whole year." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 6)

School subject and grade level: English -- Grade 7

Authorized as: Text


School subject and grade level: English -- Grades 7-8


Publisher's description: "The contents of this series are aptly described by the title, "Vitalized English", for English is indeed made vital to the pupils using these texts. These books contain a complete study of oral and written language presented from every angle and in such a way as to attract the interest and stimulate the efforts of the children.

"Vitalized English" has long been a leader both in the field of language and in the use of activity to promote learning. Each exercise is a suggested activity and all these activities are ones which pupils will enjoy while they learn their English. The essential fundamentals of grammar are concisely covered in the same manner as the rest of the English. "Vitalized English" has proved so popular that the author has added further activities which bring the series into line with new trends in curriculum construction."

Grades VII and VIII bound in full cloth, hard covers, or separate books, flexible limp cloth.

"Vitalized English, VII and VIII" is the authorized textbook for use in Saskatchewan and Manitoba schools, and has been placed on the recommended list in Ontario and British Columbia, and is steadily finding favor in other provinces." (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 7)

Physical description: Softcover (flexible limp cloth); 19 cm.; pagination varies

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 1 copy of 1934 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 V588 1934); 1 of 1935 revised edition; 2 copies of 1942 printing; 2 copies of 1945 printing. AMICUS lists additional copies at University of Alberta, University of Manitoba, University of Western Ontario, Newfoundland Provincial Library, and Library and Archives Canada.

School subject and grade level: English -- Grade 8


Physical description: Softcover; 175 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.

Availability: Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies 1945 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 428.2 V584 1945)

School subject and grade level: English -- Grade 4

Listed as: Teachers' resource and resource for the school library; reference book


Subject headings: English language--Grammar

Publisher's description: We are pleased to announce that the Vitalized English series now contains text books for all grades from Grade IV to Grade VIII inclusive. The Grade IV book, just off the press, has been written by G. N. Griffin, author of the volumes for Grades VI, VII, and VIII, and F. J. Gathercole, author of the Grade V book in the series.

Sufficient material is contained in the book to provide a language lesson every day during the school year. Thorough and interesting drill is provided in language usage through the use of many games. Ample opportunities are provided for a variety of experiences involving oral language. Speech training exercises are suggested. Story writing is limited to the single paragraph story, and a number of good model paragraphs suitable for younger children are included. Emphasis is placed on sentence building, vocabulary enrichment, and correct usage as the basis for the study of the paragraph.

All topics outlined in the language course for Grade IV in Manitoba and Saskatchewan have been dealt with in this book. Teachers in all provinces, however, will find it is filled from cover to cover with interesting and beneficial language experiences for children in Grade IV. (From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 5)

"Vitalized English for Grade 4 contains a language lesson for every day of the school year. Games, oral language, speech training, one-paragraph story writing are all stressed. Model paragraphs are included. Emphasis is on sentence building, vocabulary enrichment and correct usage." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids Catalogue, p. 31)

**Series:** Science resource book series

**Physical description:** Softcover; 32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.

**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Elementary grades

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Science resource book series authorized 1961-1974

Source(s): 1961-1973 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

---


**Physical description:** Softcover; 33 p. : ill., ports. ; 23 cm.

**Availability:** AMICUS lists copies available at University of Manitoba and Library and Archives Canada

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: West coast explorers not authorized.

---


**Availability:** Need

**School subject and grade level:** English -- Junior grades

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: What to do about reading seatwork authorized 1950-1952

Source(s): 1950 and 1951 Saskatchewan Dept. of Education circulars.

---

Flock, Elizabeth Burnett, and Flock, J.H. **Wild flowers of the prairie provinces.** School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co., 1942.

**Physical description:** Softcover; 112 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.

**Availability:** Education Library, University of Saskatchewan: 2 copies of 1942 edition (Educ Lib-Historical Coll. 582.13 F56 1942); 2 copies in Natural Sciences Library, University of Saskatchewan (Natural Sc Lib-Stacks QK201 .F6)

AMICUS lists additional copies at the University of Regina, Saskatchewan Provincial Library (microform), University of Calgary, University of Alberta, Olds College, Brandon, Manitoba Legislative Library, University of Manitoba, Queen's, Guelph, Université de Montréal, University of Ottawa, and Library and Archives Canada.


**School subject and grade level:** Science -- Grades 5-8

**Listed as:** Reference book

**Source notes:** Authorization notes: Wild flowers of the prairie provinces authorized 1942-1943, 1948-1972


**Subject headings:** Wild flowers--Canada

**Publisher's description:** "The chief characteristics are given by which more than 200 of our wild flowers
may be recognized. There is a sketch accompanying each flower, which is arranged alphabetically by the common name.

The excellent photographs illustrate various types of country to be found in the area covered by the book.

On pages 209, 212, 213, 216, 217, 218, and 223 of Science Course, Grades I to VI, Saskatchewan are suggestions regarding activities involving recognition of wild flowers. Science courses of other provinces include similar activities.

**Be ready for the wild flower season with a copy of this authoritative book.**
(From the 1943-1944 School Aids catalogue, p. 10)

"Your pupils will learn to recognize more than 200 of our wild flowers with this authoritative book as a reference.

The description of each flower is given alphabetically under its common name. A sketch of each flower is included to aid in the recognition of the wild flowers that grow in the Prairie Provinces. Excellent photographs illustrate the various types of country to be found in the area covered by this book."
(From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 13)
Publisher's description: "For the teacher looking for handiwork suited to the kindergarten age group, and the parent whose child likes to cut, color and paste, we offer "Work and Play the Paper Way". Small children love to create, but it is often difficult for them to make which are not beyond their capabilities and yet give pleasing results. The material in this book has been designed especially for the children in the first grades. Many simple, but interesting, projects are illustrated. Patterns and directions for making a great variety of articles for every season and special days are contained in this very useful book. All projects have been successfully carried out by the author and by children in the primary grades. Every busy kindergarten and first grade teacher will soon realize this book will be a must for her classroom." (From the 1961-1962 School Aids catalogue, p. 40)

**Physical description:** 198 p. : ill

**Availability:** AMICUS lists copies available at University of Alberta, University of Manitoba, York, and University of Regina

**Subject headings:**
Teaching--Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Teaching--Aids and devices
Education, Elementary
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